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Major changes tabled during AGM 
Cocke 
blasts 
McGeer 
by Brian Jones 
Dennis Cocke, education critic 
for the NDP, condemned Educa-
tion Minister Pat McGeer Friday 
for not seeking consultation with 
the education leaders of the 
province before making the an-
nouncement of the open ( televi-
sion) university plan. 
Cocke, speaking to approxi-
mately 100 students at Douglas 
College's Annual General Meet-
ing of the student society, said he 
did not think someone could be 
educated by "cracking open a 
botde of beer and sitting in front 
of the tube." 
Cocke stressed the point that 
he was not necessarily against 
the idea of an open university on 
the air waves, but that he was 
worried the "whole program 
could be an attack on the college 
system." 
Cocke stated, "A good deal of 
consultation and public discus- · 
sion should have taken place 
(before any plan was unveiled)'' 
He then went on to accuse the MLA Dennis Cocke tongue-tied at AGM Socred government of being "eli- , _______________________ __J 
tist", because of their lack of L ' f 
consultationwiththeheadsofthe angara s ees 
province's four universities, or _ 
the opposition parties, or the 
public. 
Cocke also knocked the Socred pos • bl 1 h d Bill 82, stating, "Bill 82 effect- Sl y s as e 
ively states colleges no longer 
exist as 'community colleges'. 
Cocke also came out in favour 
of free post secondary education 
and acknowledged that this was 
the NDP's policy towards the 
funding of post-secondary edu-
cation. 
Cocke stated that his party 
would stand on this platform 
come the next election. In res-
ponse to a question put forth by a 
student as to how secondary 
education would be funded, Co-
cke replied with an example of 
how the NDP, when it was in 
power, raised $250 million from 
"the people's resource"- natural 
gas. 
Also, stated Cocke, "There is 
no reason why big corporations 
can't pay more into the system. 
They benefit from the educated 
people." 
Cocke also came out in favour 
of the 'college system' and stated 
"I'm not one of these people 
who feel you should go voca-
tional, but I think academic 
by Brian Jones 
A petition has been circulated 
at Langara College calling for a 
major overhaul of the student fee 
structure, placing a ceiling of $2 
per student as a maximum fee. 
·At present, Langara students 
pay a flat S4 fee plus $2 for each 
course they take, raising approx-
imately $140,000 a year for the 
student society. Under the prop-
osed changes the society would 
have $23,000. 
The petition first surfaced last 
week and was being circulated by 
former student council member 
Joe Lum, who tried to run for 
student society president a year 
ago but was not allowed to 
because of a low grade point 
averag~. 
~~o in~olved in instigating the 
petttto? tS Bob Ross, Lum 's 
camprugn manager, and present 
Ombudsperson Ellen Livingston. 
studies ,make for well rounded The petition calls for a refer-
people: . endum to be held on March 10 
~e stted New Westmtnster as a asking students if they wish to 
p~e example of what a comm- pay the proposed maximum fee 
uruty CC?llege can do for a of $2. 
commuruty. 
"I've watched this town grow 
due to Douglas College .•. the 
whole community has been en-
riched by forward looking Doug-
las College," said Cocke. 
continued on page 2 · 
For the petition to force a 
referendum to be called it must 
carry 250 signatures. As of 
Monday Feb. 27, there were 800 
signatures on the petition. 
The parties involved with the 
petition - the three students and 
the present student council - are 
calling for a third party to run the 
referendum. The administration 
is the likely choice, according to 
the Langara student newspaper 
Gleaner. 
At a recent council meeting 
Ellen Livingston had her honor-
arium cut back to one cent a year. 
It is because of this and the fact 
that the other two students may 
be circulating the petition be-
cause of a personal grudge that 
the administration is being asked 
to run the referendum, according 
to the Gleaner. 
Rob Murray, former vice-pres-
ident on the council said, "The 
student society will go down the 
tubes •.. it will take them years 
and years to recover." 
The Gleaner said the adminis-
tration would probably come out 
against the idea of lower fees, 
because of the potential trouble-
S()me situation it would cause. 
At present the society has 
three full-time unionized em-
ployees with a contract stating 
they must be consulted and be in 
ag~ment before any layoffs or 
ftnngs can take place. 
According to the Gleaner, stu-
dent council president Brendon 
Boyle is apathetic to the whole 
affair and has had no comment. 
by Keith &Jdrey 
Over 80 students attended the 
Annual General Meeting Thurs-
day and heard guest speakers, 
student government reports, and 
motions to amend the present 
student soci~cy ronstitution. 
The meet:ng, held at New 
Westminster campus, s~w only 
one major constitutional amend· 
ment and a number of minor 
amendments passed. 
The amendments, put forth by 
student Bill Burnham, were con-
sidered by the majority to be too 
vague and unclear. 
Other proposed major amend-
ments were tabled until the next 
AGM, so they could be examined 
by a lawyer. 
Burnham's motions will be 
presented at that time and voted 
on. , 
The one amendment that did. 
pass was· the one proposed by 
The Other Press, guaranteeing 
25 percent of the student soci-
ety's budget to The Other Publi-
cations Society, to start function-
ing in the fall. This society will 
publish The Other Press, as well 
as other student publications. 
It was decided at a student 
council meeting after the AGM 
that a special AGM _be held 
Thursday March 15 ori Coquitlam 
campus. 
The minor amendments passed 
were also put forth by Burnham. 
These amendments were app-
roved as a group, and not 
separately. 
The student council pn:se1rnea1 
its report and ttnllOCl.al ir•tn•• .... <•-1 
tion regarding the student 
ety. There were also SJ>E~ak4~rs 1 
from the British Col.umbia 
·dents Federation and the ., .. , .. u.,,., 
al Union of Students. 
Punam Khosla of BCSF and 
NUS and Terrance Reagan of 
NUS presented reports regarding 
the status of their organizations. 
The guest speaker at the 
beginning of the meeting was 
Dennis Cocke (NDP - New West-
minster), the opposition educa-
tion critic. He spoke on a wide 
range of education issues, and 
answered questions from the 
audience. 
More details page 4 
Other Publicati 
Society is born 
The Other Press became the 
first fully independent college 
newspaper in British Columbia 
Feb.23 at the Annual General 
Meeting of the Douglas College 
Student Society. 
Students decided at the AGM 
to amend the student society 
constitution to allow the newly-
formed Other Publications Soci-
ety 25 percent of the student 
society budget every semester. 
The Publications Society will 
incorporate sometime this year 
and will publish, among other 
things, The Other Press news-
paper. 
In past years The Other Press 
has been required to present 
their budget to the student 
council and have them approve it, 
and the paper has never known 
whether it will continue to exist 
the following semester. 
The new amendment elimin-
ates any budgetary control stu-
dent council previously had over 
the paper, and also means there 
will be no editorial pressure or 
influence from the council. 
poetry quarterly that is now 
going into its third publication. 
The society will have to go to 
student council for further funds 
if students approach them to 
publish something. 
H the campuses are autono-
mous next year, the publications 
society will have to go to each 
individual campus council and 
ask for the money. 
The motion that called for the 
independence of The Other Pub-
lications Society was proposed by 
The Other Press, and passed with 
litde opposition or debate. 
Several student government 
members spoke in favor of the 
motion. Norm Greenfield, vice-
president internal, and Punam 
Khosla, National Union of Stu-
dents representative, both called 
on the students to vote for the 
support of the publications so-
ciety. 
Although the 25 percent allot-
ment of the student society 
budget is less than the amount 
the newspaper will control its 
own ftnances and advertising fJI~,_ ••. J...,.~WArJM•'~ 
revenue. 
The Other Press recieved 
$12,250 from the student society 
this semester, and under the new 
amendment the publications soci-
et will take over payment on 
production equipment now own-
ed by the student society and will 
take over all assets as well. 
The Other Publications Society 
will also try to publish other 
student publications besides The 
Other Press. Included in these 
will be the Otherthan Review, a 
• 
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Cocke's 
speech 
continued from page 1 
<hd<e also accused the govern-
ment of not telling the people 
how bad our present economic 
situation really is in B.C. He said, 
"We are just now recognizing the 
need to get the B.C. economy 
going." 
"Women and those under 25 
are the hardest hit by the present 
hardships," said Cocke. 
Cocke blamed Canada's bra-
nch plant economy as a contri-
butor to the problem. "With our 
savings we are fmancing a bra-
nch plant economy that is 65 to 75 
percent owned by foreigners." 
Cocke went on to say that 
Canadians should strive to regain 
control of their economy, but he 
said, "The answer is not in 
governments taking over every-
thing." 
"What with the world reeling 
under recession, depression and 
stagflation we have got to restore 
the ownership of our country to 
us," said Cocke. 
Cocke stated that the present 
governments in power ,(both fed-
erally and provincially) were 
looking out for the multi-nation-
al corporations, Gnd not the 
average citizen. 
Students 
to visit 
Quebec 
m ·March 
by Guy Tannen 
Sixteen Douglas College stu-
dents will participate in an ex-
change program with Vanier 
College in Quebec for ten days 
starting March 23. 
Students participating in the 
exchange program will be expect-
ed to pay a S20 fee and billet the 
vanier student when they return 
to Douglas College for the second 
half of the exchange program. 
Vanier College is stricdy an 
English speaking institution. 
When asked why the exchange 
program was not involved with a 
French speaking college, Dean of 
Instruction Don Porter said that 
most of the french schools belong 
to the Quebec college associa-
tion and since the exchange 
program is being funded by the 
Association of Canadian Comm-
unity Colleges (ACCC) the stu-
dents would have to pay for 
themselves to participate in the 
ex~ange program. 
Porter also said that they had a 
difficulty making arrangements 
with any college on the short time 
ACCC gave them to arrange the 
Porter says the only prerequi-
sites for students going on trip is 
that is that "they are warm and 
erect", have a social insurance 
number and be under 23 years 
old. 
When the Vanier students 
come to Douglas College they will 
take a ride in a fishing boat, go to 
Victoria to see the sights and take 
a trip through Gastown. A few of 
the Douglas College students will 
go along as guides. 
If more than 16 students sign 
up for the exchange program a 
lottery will be held and 16 names 
will be chosen from a hat 
containing all the participants' 
names. Porter said that this is the 
only way to ensure that everyone 
has an equal chance of going. 
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Que. s~tudents backANEQ 
OTIAWA(CUP)- With less than 
two weeks left in the national 
mail ballot questioning NUS me-
mbers on relations with Quebec 
and Quebec students, it appears 
that Canadian students will en~ 
dorse ANEQ as an equal student 
organization, but reject Quebec's 
right to self-determination. 
Eleven institutions had report-
ed results to the National Union 
of Students national office by 
Feb. 24. While only six of the 11 
agreed to accept the Quebec 
student union as an equal na-
tional union, NUS executive-
secretruy Dan O'Connor says 
most of the sure "pro-status" 
campuses. have yet to report. 
"Those six were the most bard 
fought, and were expected to go 
either way," o·~~or said~ 
But the other part of the ballot, 
a four-clause vote which would 
sucessively establish NUS policy 
on Quebec as a nation, the bi-
national character of Canada, 
Quebec's right to self-determin-
ation, ana Quebec and Canada 
co-exis~g, is not being recieved 
favourably. Nine campuses have 
rejected the NUS central com-
mittee's defmation of a nation, 
and only one institution, Simon 
Fraser University in B.C., has 
accepted Quebec's right to self-
determination. Seven institutions 
defeated all clauses in this sec-
tion. 
O'Connor dismisses the re-
sults, noting the Campuses "have 
voted in favour of separate 
nationality and self-determina-
tion in practice by approving the 
ANEQ motion. A co-equal, au-
tonomous status for the Quebec 
group means we can't interfere 
with their policies, nor they with 
ours." 
Bill Stratton, president of the 
Graduate Students' Union of the 
University of Toronto and a 
supporter of the bi-national( self-
determination clause when it was 
introduced at last October's NUS 
conference in Calgary, said he 
was satisfied. with the results. 
"I think talking about self-
determination for Quebec was a 
good tactic on our part. It brought 
out a full discussion, so when it 
came time to vote, equal status 
for ANEQ wasn't so outrageous 
or radical," he said. · 
"The defeat of the bi-national 
clause wasn't important- a good 
case can be made for multi-
nationality in Canada, the Dene 
for example." 
O'Connor said he wasn't sure 
how relations with ANEQ would 
proceed after the vote. "We 
could simply continue the unstru-
ctured relationship we've main-
tained for the last three years, 
although the principle behind it 
would have been discussed." 
ANEQ protests police acts 
MONTREAL (CUP) - Police ac- issues: student payment for nee-
tion at CEGEP Vieux Montreal ded printed materials, the ab-
bas spurred 1' Association nation- sence of an office for the college's 
ale des etudiants du Quebec student eouncil, and administra-
(ANEQ) to call a series of . tion plans to reduce enrollment. 
occupations and a rally protesting The school plans to reduce by 
recurring police intervention in 10 percent the number of appli-
Quebec's CEGEPs. cants next year - lowering enrol-
ment to 5,000 students, accord-
Two student occupations at the ing to Roland Boyer of the 
CEGEP on Feb. 22 and 23 were CEGEP's teachers union. 
broken up by police, as were two _ 
student occupations at Mont- Vieux Montreal admits only 57 
real's CEGEP Andre Laurendeau ,percent of applicants, compared 
the previous week. ANEQ is to 83 percent acceptance of 
asking its Montreal members to applicants at other CEGEPs, 
protest such police activity by Boyer said. The plan to reduce 
occupying administrative offices enrolment threatens the jobs of 
at their respective schools on Feb 50 teachers, he added, and 
28. ANEQ is also planning a rally teachers at a Feb. 21 union 
on March 2 in front of Premier meeting caled for provincial edu-
Rene Levesque's downtown cation ministry action to end the 
Montreal office. enrolment reduction. 
The militancy at CEGEP Vieux The student militancy at the 
Montreal centres around three school began Feb. 22 during a 
general assembly, where 300 
students decided to occupy the 
administration-treasurer Fran-
cois Desbiens. The occupation 
ended an hour later when police 
forcibly evicted the students. A 
number of students went to the 
hospital afterwards but none 
were seriously injured, Desbiens 
said. 
The following day, 600 stu-
dents at another general assem-
bly voted to re-occupy the admin-
istration offices. About 400 stu-
dents participated in the occupa-
tion, but left voluntarily when 17 
police cars arrived. 
Along with the scheduled rall-
ies and march will be a press 
conference with students from 
CEGEPs Vieux Montreal and 
Andre Laurendeau and ANEQ, 
who will comment on the recent 
student action and police inter-
vention at the Montreal CEGEPs. 
Que. tuition hikes justified 
QUEBEC CITY (CUP) - Quebec afftrmed Feb. 22 its "implacable 
education minister Jacques-Yvan opposition" to the two-tiered 
Morin says that the province's system, but refected a proposal 
decision to triple tuition fees for supported by the students' sod-
international students is justified ety to find alternative financial 
by a huge influx of visa students ' support for visa students within 
following a similar move by the university budget. Adrninis-
Ontario and Alberta last year. trative vice-president Leo Yaffe 
But university officials at Me- cited a similar, unsuccessful plan 
Gill and Concordia universities at McMaster University last fall 
say international student enroll- in.opposing the measure. 
ment has in fact dropped 'off at But the students' society plans 
both institutions this year, and an information meeting Feb. 28 
are questioning Morin's asser- to bring students together with 
tion that the fees are not intended resource people from the Ontario 
to keep visa students out. Federation of Students, the Ca-
M · "d F b 17 th diff nadian Bureau for International ti~~ sat e · . f e;- Education (CBIE) and perhaps 
end' 'b ees . are 10d P ace 0 representatives of 1' Association 
tstn ute vtsa stu ents more · al d d' d Qu 
nl th natton e es etu tants u e-eve y across _ e .c~untry, :md bee (ANEQ). 
suggested the rrurustry mtght . . . 
extend provincial loans and burs- ~Q ~ no offiaal posttton 
aries to students from franco- ?n diff~nttal ~ees, but accor.d-
phone countries in Euro and mg to informatton o!fic~r Daniel 
Mri pe Pauquet, the orgaruzatton "has 
ca. always upheld the rights of 
The differential plan announ- foreign students to have the same 
ced Feb. 14 will raise fees for rights as Quebec students." 
international students entering McGill student representatives 
Quebec universities next year by wiD meet with ANEQ represent-
Sl,OOO, and will come into effect atives, and with the executives 
either in September of this year, of the student associations at 
or January 1979. both the Sir George Williams and 
The McGill University senate Loyola campuses of Concordia 
University this weekend to devel-
op strategy. · 
McGill students' society presi-
dent Terry Reed described the 
government move as a "symbolic 
political act designed more to 
expand government control over 
universities than to save tax-
payers money." ~ 
Studies by the CBIE show that 
international students are not a 
drain on Canadian taxpayers 
according to Reed, himself a visa 
student. 
"They have to show they're 
self-sufficient before they're al-
lowed in, and there's no question 
they're sponging off Canadians," 
he said. CBIE reports have also 
noted that the amounts of money 
injected into the economy by 
visiting students easily offsets 
their educational costs to the 
taxpayer. 
Reed says the saving to the 
universities in money will be 
minimal, less than one percent in ' 
McGill's case. "Much of the 
budget is fixed costs, so the only 
changes will be transfer pay-
ments." . 
"The move will only serve to 
make McGill more parochial," 
Reed said. 
Lonesome 
Charlie's 
loo · 'for 
afiiend. 
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Council communication gap 
An emergency student council 
meeting was held immediately 
after the Annual General Meet· 
ing Thursday at New Westmin-
ster campus. 
The meeting was called to 
discuss the serious lack o( comm-
unication between coundl mem-
bers, especially between ones 
from different campuses. 
Council president Dave John-
ston said he was surprised to 
hear of the apparent hostility 
towards him from other council 
members. 
"This situation is really ser-
ious," he said. "I wasn't aware 
of the animosity from other 
people." 
Johnston emphasized that the-
re should be greater commun· 
ication among council. 
"I'm tired of this," he said. 
"We've got to start talking in 
council. H there's a problem, 
come to me and talk about it. I'm 
open." 
Johnston felt the same way 
about charges that because of 
him the student council meetings 
in the past were not being run 
properly or fairly. 
"If the members don't feel 
council meetings are run properly 
they should stand up and say it,'' 
he said. 
Bill Burnham, a student, a-
ccused Johnston of taking more 
responsibilities than he could 
cope with. "Dave, you've taken 
too much onto your shoulders. 
Don't stick your fmgers where 
you're not supposed to," he said. 
"Don't bear the cross." 
Council also agreed to pay the 
cost of having a lawyer examine 
Burnham's proposed constitu· 
tional amendments and to have 
them back before the next AGM, 
which was announced to be held 
March 15. 
Burnham's amendments will 
be proposed at that meeting also. 
Skeptics attack BCSF, NUS 
by Keith Baldrey 
Two student organizations rep-
resentatives were met with scep-
ticism and mild antagonism at 
the Annual General Meeting on 
Thursday. 
Punam Khosla, B.C. repre-
sentative on the central commit· 
tee of the National Union of 
Students (NUS) and a represent-
ative of British Columbia Student 
Federation (BCSF), and Terrance 
Reagan, a fieldworker for NUS, 
found themselves having to jus· 
tify their organizations' exist-
ence. 
Surrey chairperson Bob Tin-
kess continually demanded to 
know exactly what services and 
benefits BCSF and NUS provided 
to students. 
He questioned whether the 
students, who pay 50 cents to 
both NUS and BCSF, were really 
getting their money's worth. 
Khosla defended both organi-
zations, saying, "It is the respon-
sibility of the members to ensure 
the success of NUS and BCSF. 
We're not effective if there is no 
participation by the members." 
Khosla said that currendy 
BCSF is at "an important im-
passe. The future of the organi-
zation rests in the hands of the 
members," she said. 
She said that the issue priorit-
ies to BCSF are student unem· 
ployment and financial aid to 
students. 
Nationally, she said, NUS has 
held meetings with officials of the 
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Job Creation T~k Force in 
Ottawa, and has offered a coun-
ter-proposal to Manpower and 
Immigration Minister Bud Cul-
len's proposal for job creations. 
Khosla said the federal govern-
ment's attitude is, "There are so 
many unemployed graduates that 
we have to cut back on education 
and reduce the number of grad-
uates." She said- this was an 
irrational solution to the problem. 
When asked about the recent 
defeat of NUS in several refer-
endums held at various insti-
tutions across the country, Khos· 
la blamed the defeats on a "small 
group of students who organi-
zed anti-NUS campaigns on their 
campuses." 
No referendum about staying 
in NUS will be offered to Douglas 
College students this year or next 
year, said Doug Coates, vice-
president external on the student 
council. 
Tinkess disagreed with Coates. 
"The lack of information (about 
BCSF and NUS) should constitute 
a referendum." 
When asked about the issue of 
free tuition fees, Khosla said that 
it was the policy of .both NUS and 
BCSF that there be free tuition 
for students. 
The reasons for this, she said, 
was because "we already pay for 
our tuition fees three times: 
provincial taxes, federal taxes, 
and then again at registration." 
by Keith Ba/drey 
The obvious question one must 
ask of the Annual General Meet· 
ing (AGM) is, how successful was 
it? 
The answer would depend on 
who you ask. The Other Press, 
for example, is naturally quite 
pleased that their motion calling 
for autonomy and the formation 
of a publications society passed 
with flying colors. 
Dave Johnston and the rest of 
the student council executives 
are also probably happy that they 
weren't grilled on council matt-
ers, and they must be snickering 
about the dumping of student Bill 
Burnham's constitutional amend-
ments. 
They probably realize that 
Burnham's motions will be pass-
ed at the Special General Meet· 
ing in March. But they must have 
gained a measure of satisfaction 
from the fact that Burnham lost a 
bit of credibility by having his 
motions tabled. 
The reason for having his 
motions tabled indicated naivete 
and a lack of organization on the 
student council's part. Bum· 
ham's proposals were criticized 
by students as being "vague and 
ambiguous" and it was decided 
that a lawyer should examine 
them ..-before they could be a-
dopted. 
Fine reasons. The only thing 
is, the student council examined 
and approved them at a meeting 
a week before the AGM. 
They should have corrected the 
vagueness . and ambiguity of the 
motions then, instead of letting it 
go to the AGM and wasting 
everybody's time. 
Maybe the student council • 
the New Westminster one any· 
ways- is hoping that Burnham's 
motions will be defeated at the 
next AGM. 
H this happened, and . it isn't 
likely that it will, the push for 
campus autonomy would die, at 
least momentarily. This would 
please the New Westminster 
members, who are against cam-
pus autonomy and favour campus 
unity instead. 
The people favoring Bum-
ham's proposals are Bob Tinkess, 
Surrey Chairperson, Tom Styffe, 
Coquitlam chairperson, and Bob 
Machuk, Richmond representa· 
tive. 
They were the ones who ar-
gued in defence of the motions at 
the AGM, and they weren't too 
pleased when they were told to 
come back with something more 
solid. 
Styffe was particularly un-
happy. "I was disappointed in 
some people who held up things 
for personal reasons," he said. 
"The people who opposed it (the 
motions) didn't show up at the 
meeting before the AGM." 
Other people were also critical 
of the way the amendments were 
opposed. "People who were op· 
posed to the amendments didn't 
come prepared," Burnham said. 
"It would have been more cons-
tructive if they came with some-
thing set down." 
"I was very very disappointed 
about the motions being tabled,'' 
said Tinkess. "The people who 
opposed them didn't read them. 
They didn't ask us. Did they 
really look closely over them?" 
One of the most vocal oppon· 
ents of Burnham's proposals is 
Cynthia Cridge, student society 
treasurer. "I'm personally glad 
Bill's motions were tabled. There 
was too much ambiguity and it 
will be for the betterment of the 
motions if they are reviewed,'' 
she said. 
Cridge is opposed to the cam-
pus autonomy concept. "Past 
history shows that campus auto-
nomy hasn't worked," she said. 
"Those people (Burnham et al.) 
don't realize the work that is 
involved. There would also be too 
many people running things." 
It is obvious that the student 
council is divided sharply over 
the autonomy vs. unity issue. 
One side • the pro-autonomy 
faction - does not seem willing to 
compromise, while the other 
council members would like to 
reach an agreement somewhere 
in the middle. 
"I am not opposed to cam-
pus autonomy but I am in favor of 
campus unity," said Doug Coat-
es, vice-president external. "Wi-
thout a certain degree of auton-
omy you can't function, but you 
have to work as a unit to deal with 
the larger issues." 
Tinkess was probably afraid of 
losing quorum before the meet· 
ing finally got around to the 
amendments. 
Speaking of quorum, Burnham 
challenged the chair once to see if 
there-was indeed enough people 
to make quorum (there were 80 
people at the AGM and quorum 
is 100 people). Luckily, the 
challenge was defeated, probably 
because nobody wanted the mee-
ting to end after all the hassles of 
getting there and getting it set 
up. 
Then it came time for The 
Other Press to read its motions. 
There were only a few voices 
raised in protest against the 
motion, with the main opponent 
being a student who didn't really 
understand the issue. Nobody 
paid much attention to him and 
the motion was easily passed. 
Rounding out the meeting 
were student council reports 
(which Doug Coates read straight 
out of the agenda package), 
financial reports, and British 
Columbia Federation of Students 
and National Union of Students 
status reports, read by Punam 
Khosla when she wasn't clarify-
ing the rules of order for John-
ston. 
The students also passed an 
amendment that prohibits the 
student society from giving funds 
to any political party, legal or 
otherwise. 
The AGM dwindled to a close, 
and there weren't too many 
people around when it ended. 
They all headed straight for the 
Pub Night in the cafeteria, to 
drink beer and maybe even 
discuss the next Special General 
Meeting (although that's highly 
doubtful). 
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COllege hosts 
• • racism sermnar 
by] eannette van EIJik 
The personnel development 
days held last Thursday and 
Friday for instructors, faculty, 
and administration of Douglas 
College, hosted among other 
things, a seminar on racism. 
John Kehoe, chairman of the 
discrimination committee of the 
B.C. Civil Liberties Association 
and an associate professor of 
education at University of B.C., 
appeared as guest speaker and 
talked mainly about combating 
racism in students by teacher. 
He· began by presenting a 
small exercise in which there was 
a dilemma between a hotel 
manager's racist feelings and his 
customer. 
The exercise began to draw out 
how to make fair decisions with-
out being discriminatory. Two 
things, he said, cause unfair 
decisions: prejudgements and 
non-relevant criteria, such as 
basing a decision on what you 
think someone is going to do or 
on whether the person may have 
a different color skin. 
Kehoe, then presented four 
tests of principle for making fair 
decisions: 
1. role exchange, where the 
individual acts as the respective 
parties in each case; 
2. new case presentation, where 
different aspects or problems are 
presented 
3. universal consequences, where 
the individual considers what the 
consequences 'Would be if he/ she 
took some form of action and if 
everyone else took that form of 
action also 
4. subsumption tests, where the 
individual gathers all the facts 
and relates them to some other 
principle they may accept. 
Kehoe then showed a film 
which is shown to many new 
immigrants. It depicts Canadians 
and their attitudes, emphasizing 
their need for space. Many 
immigrants are not used to this 
space aura Canadians cany a-
round with them, so they fre-
quently intrude on Canadians' 
personal space which causes bad 
feelings on the part of Canadians. 
The immigrants in turn cannot 
understand this peculiar beha-
vior. 
The topic then turned to ways 
teachers could deal with racism 
in the school. 
Kehoe claimed that people in 
education had to look for unanti-
cipated reactions in dealing with 
racism. People can identify with 
others who are similar to them-
selves, he said. 
As an example he showed two 
films which had been shown in 
elementary schools. They were 
both on life in Thailand, but one 
film showed many of the tradi- . 
tional aspects of life while the 
other showed a virtually identical 
society to our own. The ftrst 
recieved negative reactions from 
the students with increased racist 
tendencies. The second recieved 
positive reactions, because he 
said they can easily identify with 
them. Kehoe said that the simil-
arities between cultures have to 
be emphasized both verbally 
and visually to students before 
they will be accepted. 
A member of the audience then 
claimed that having spent some 
time in Thailand, the ftrst fdm 
depicting a more traditional life 
of the Thai's was a more realistic 
picture. He added that cities such 
as the one shown in the second 
film are just part of the American 
economy. 
Kehoe agreed with him but he 
said that it is the only way people 
will accept them. He added, "I 
don't like to have to use a 
strategy of trying to tell people to 
get rid of prejudice by saying 
they are the same as ourselves." 
Another member of the au-
dience spoke out that the prob-
lem had· to be solved at home. 
First we have to consider our-
selves as human beings rather 
than consumers before we can 
stop treating others as consumers 
and not as humans, he said. 
Kehoe stated that it is a 
multi-faceted thing, and that 
there 'are things which must be 
dealt with over long periods of 
time and other aspects which 
must be dealt with now. 
According to Kehoe a long 
term project is that of increasing 
a ~rson's level of moral develop-
ment. As each stage of develop-
ment is reached, the individual 
proposes a more sophisticated 
solution to dilemmas presented. 
By presenting these cases the 
individual can think about them 
and any racist attitudes present 
may be altered by the time the 
next stage is reached. 
Recently racism was a problem 
in Surrey. Many East Indians 
were forced to board up their 
windows to prevent vandals de-
stroying their homes. Get-toge-
thers were then held between 
coloured races and whites to get 
to know each other and set the 
stage for future happenings. 
"I think it's ludicrous of people 
to judge a culture to be wrong for 
something such as wear a tur-
ban," Kehoe said. 
Tinkess talks 
by]eamzeile.van"'1!11/Jk complex. lie said that proper 
Surrey chairperson Bob Tin- coordination of room could mean 
kess expressed last week to more active student involvement 
George Wooton, Douglas College Tinkess said that he discussed 
principle, his long term goal of a 'with Wooton all the possibilities 
guaranteed contract for a specific of eliminating the apathy prob-
amount of room for students in a 
permanent campus in Surrey. lem. He said they want better co-
Tinkess said, "I'm optimistic ordinated space, to get the 
about the interview with Dr. Woo- students mixed together and 
ton. The immediate result was a limit the polarized of students 
guaranteed student input for any between their specific programs. 
proposals concerning use of stu- in college. "We want to work 
dent room." together with the students and 
Tinkess wants a proper look on the administration to solve the 
both the educational and recre- apathy that exists among stu-
room in a dents," he said. 
students bounce to sounds of country music in Richmond. 
aew. -we.talaater 
Musicians play for students 
by Davin Karja/a 
Students at New Westminster 
campus were the happy recip-
ients of two experimental free 
concerts by music students on 
Tuesday and Wednesday of last 
week. 
The two half-hour performan-
ces on each day were an experi-
ment in student activities by Fred 
Jones, Intramural Activities co-
ordinator. 
The concerts featured the sou-
nds of music students at New 
Westminster campus. On Tues-
day, Cathy Cartwright, Ross 
McRae, Neil Evans, Jeff Tacak, 
and Ross Halliday presented a 
_surrey 
selection of country music to an 
attentive audience that sang and 
clapped along with the down-
home material. 
On Wednesday, three music 
students, calling themselves "Sc-
otch and Soda" played a selec-
tion of mellow listening music 
which featured renditions of 
"Light Up My Life" and other 
popular tunes. The band, which 
features Gail Penny singing, 
Teny Kosowick on guitar, bass 
and trumpet, and Grant Fuergutz 
on piano, hopes to turn profes-
sional this summer. 
The three members of "Scotch 
and Soda". who were formerly of 
the dance band "Paper Moon" 
and the group of students 
performed country music on 
day were all persuaded by 
ities Coordinator Jones to presen1tl 
their talents to the student body. 
Jones, in his new position as 
activities coordinator, 
that he was hoping to. per"Suaielel 
college council to make a one-
hour time slot available in 
middle of the school day 
student participation in activities. 
He remarked, "not all students 
were able to attend the concerts 
because of classes." 
_Fear of success senrlnar 
by Nancy McRitchie said. double-bind. 
Lack of realism among women There are three double-binds "The fact of being SU4Ccessfull 
about the employment situation, that working women fmd them- may not be womanly," ext>lains 1 
and fuzzy thinking about equality selves in, said Thompson, that Thompson. Therefore 
were two reasons cited by Sheila make it difficult to be successful risks not only her fric~nd.ships I 
Thompson why women don't in a career. with men, but also her 
often advance at their jobs. Women are socialized to be ships with other women. 
Thompson, director of the feminine, yet to try to achieve is a The Broberman studies 
health services division, was non-feminine trait. "Both femin- cited to explain the third aolJDJt:-1 
speaking last Friday to staff, inity and individual achievement bind. The studies indicate that 
faculty and administration at a are desirable but mutually exclu- become a mature adult, a woiiiClnl 
professional development day se- sive," she said. · must become more 
minar at the Surrey campus. Naming several traits necess- and this again goes against 
Although the majority of staff ary for success, she pointed out socialization. 
at the Douglas College are wo- that four of those traits are "Women are socialized to 
men, only a third of the people in decidedly unfeminine: pleasing to others. They 
leadership positions are female. a) achievement orientated afraid of not being approved 
"Women fail to recognize that b) dominant so they don't take risks tsutcct~SSI 
we are 40 percent of the work c) purposive at work)," said Thompson. 
force," said Thompson. "Most d) resistant to authority. Another trap women face 
married women spend 30 years of The ftrst double-bind is for a . what Thompson calls the ""'''nLI<•·t 
their lives working." woman who is trying to succeed ssion Trap. By assuming 
Yet women are not socialized at her job. H she reaches success, women are biologically 
to think of themselves as work- she finds herself in the second continued on page 14 
ers, she explained, and often.....--=-~------------------------, 
they fall prey themselves to the 
myth that women work for fun, or 
pocket money. 
Over half the women who are 
working are supporting a single 
parent family. Thompson stress-
ed that most women who are 
working really need the money. 
Putting aside the economic 
question, she asked whether 
women should only work when 
they need to. "We are told 
women have no right to take jobs 
in times of unemployment. 
"We have to decide whether or 
not we believe in equality. H we 
do, then a woman has the same 
right to work as a man does. 
"We have been guilty of a 
great deal of fuzzy thinking," she 
* the wheeQhouge * 
!i, neighborhood 
pub 
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Last weeks Annual General Meeting was another fine example of 
how student governments are a farce. The lack of quorum and the 
badly presented motions were only a few of the bad jokes passed 
around the assembly floor~ Dave Johnston took a few minutes to 
explain how the meeting was to be run- but he did not do very well. 
It seemed ironic that Johnston, who is not exacdy well known for 
his respect for order and democrasy during student council 
meetings, should attempt to explain Robert's Rules of Order. In 
fact, Punam Khosla of the British Columbia Students Federation, 
had to repeatedly rule on, and explain the procedures to the 
assembly. 
Most students in attendance either were bored with the majority 
of the topics brought up, or else totally confused as to what had 
been presented, leading to only a handful of students actually 
initiating or discussing proposals. ' 
But perhaps the most wasteful efforts came with the propos~ 
constitutional amendments. The amendments were excellent m 
meaning but lacked the concisiveness that a lawyer would have 
added. 
People who initiated and designed the amendments sluffed off 
the responsibility of taking them to a lawyer, stating: "It wasn't my 
job." This attitude is disheartening when so much work has been 
done. Even if it was not technically their job, they should h,lve 
made certain that the person' ,s responsible did make the effort. 
There is no doubt that in the near future students who did not 
attend the AGM will be complaining that the student government is 
totally useless and a pain in the ass. They will be right, for it is the 
student body as a whole that is the government, not the few people 
you hear or read about, who for the most part initiate what has been 
proposed or wanted by the students. 
The reception given to student organization representatives at 
the Annual General meeting may be an indication of what those 
organizations can come to expect from students in the next couple 
years. 
Punam Khosla, central committee member of the National Union 
of Students (NUS) and British Columbia Students Federation 
(BCSF) representative, as well as Terrance Reagan, NU~ 
field worker, were criticized and quizzed as to what therr 
organizations actually did for students. 
They came up with lukewarm responses and defen~ed 
themselves by stating they were in contact with Ottawa concerrung 
student unemployment. . . . 
The whole episode once agam questions the future of nation-
wide and province-wide student unions. It seems that almost every 
year referendums on whether to stay in NUS or BCSF or the 
Adantic Federation of Students (AFS), and whoever else, are held 
at various colleges and universities, and it always seems that NUS 
or whoever is defeated and told to "take a Hike" by the students. 
Unlike the sixties, students are no longer activists or fiery 
student politicians making headlines across tJ:e country by ~olding 
demonstrations, boycott$, or walkouts. Today s students clai_m that 
they have no single issue to bind them together, unlike the Vtetnam 
War ten years ago. 
Actually, there are many issues that concern students very 
closely: student financial aid and unemployment are two of the 
most pressing and urgent problems they face. 
Students today claim that student organizations such ~ NUS an~ 
BCSF do absolutely nothing for them, and feel they don t get therr 
money's worth (yes, in case you didn't know it, you pay SO cents 
each to NUS and BCSF). . 
Khosla's argument is that it isn't really NUS or BCSF's fault 
because the students are so apathetic, and it is the member 
students who must make the organization strong. In other words, if 
you don't do something for us, then we can't do something for you. 
The next couple of years may see the end of NUS and proyincial 
organizations such as BCSF. The students want results and if they 
don't get them then NUS and others will be viewed as useless and 
a waste of money. It must also be realized, however, that the 
students have a large responsibility to any organization they belong 
to and it will be their fault if NUS or others fail. 
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Well it's been an exciting time 
around The Other Press this 
week. In case you haven't heard, 
The O.P. is now an independent 
newspaper and part of the newly 
formed Other Publications Soci-
ety. 
Of course, this doesn't mean 
that we'll start ranting and raving 
and flying off the handle against 
everybody who is even remotely 
connected to the college. What it 
does mean, though, is that we 
can now be free to constructively 
criticize anything and ·everything 
that we feel warrants it, without 
th~ student government breath-
ing down our necks. 
In past years (not necessarily 
this year) the student govern-
ment, because they approve our 
budget, was able to limit our 
capabilities by threatening to cut 
our budget if we did something 
they felt wasn't right (like criti-
cizing them). 
Well, no more! H the student 
government or anybody else de-
serves a comment - unfavorable 
or otherwise- then we'll give it to 
'em without being afraid t;~f being 
shot down come budget time. 
So watch it. 
There was another blessed 
event of sorts around The Other 
Press office this week. One of our 
t<::agle-eyed reporters has discov-
ered several unused rooms on 
Coquidam campus and we expect 
to move into them pretty quick. 
We will be moving only the 
production and darkroom equip-
ment to Coquidam, and will be 
putting our paper together from 
there. We hope the janitors out 
there are as .friendly as the ones 
in New Westminster, cause we 
make lots of mess and it usually 
takes us til dawn Tuesday morn-
ing to complete the paper. 
The newsroom will be staying 
in New Westminster. This means 
we will have two extra offices, 
and the extra space that will 
result will make us dizzy, be-
cause we're used to bumping 
elbows and spilling coffee all over 
the copy since there's no room in 
our present offices. 
No longer will the personalities 
of the staff members deteriorate 
as they argue about layout rules 
until the wee hours of the 
morning, standing shoulder to 
shoulder, head to head, knife to 
throat. 
No longer will lost typesetted 
copy be found days later, under-
neath a mound of papers or on 
the bottom of somebody's shoe. 
Other things won't get lost so 
much either, like people's minds. 
coffee on him and ruined ·his suit, 
but those MP's have a huge 
expense account so he picked 
another one up on the way 
home). 
We're behind Stu all the way. 
Trudeau may be in the radical 
middle, but Stu tilts to the left 
and still eyes the right, and so do 
all our photographs. You should 
have seen the trouble we had 
gettiRg photos of our main man. 
The added space will also Billy Uirtter, the on-again 
mean we can turn our newsroom off-again photo editor, developed 
into a real newsroom, like Lou a picture of Dennis Cocke instead 
Grant has (we used to watch Lou of Stu. Right party, wrong man. 
every week until those s.o.b.'s at" But all potiticians look the same 
CBS switched him to Monday to Bill. Luckily he corrected the 
nights, our production night). error or Stu would disown us 
We might even be able to add a from his riding. 
couch to the newsroom, provid-
ing us with with momentary 
relaxation at times of crisis, 
which occur on the hour every 
hour. Several other frills will also 
be added, like desks and chairs 
and typewriters and other neat 
stuff like that. 
So remember! H you ever want 
to get an education l'eal quick on 
how to produce a newspaper, 
drop by Coquidam one dark and 
lonely Monday night in the next 
few weeks: We'll be waiting for 
you ••• 
We were graced, honored, 
overwhelmed and simply flabb-
ergasted by the visit from Stu 
Leggatt, the local politician who's 
just a helluva a guy. 
He wooed us to join his 
campaign, and so we did, at least 
for this month or until we 
interview somebody else. But for 
now, we,re on the Stu Leggatt 
team. And that's how we're 
going to win this election:/ team-
work! teamwork! fight! fight! 
fight! ' 
Old Stu baby vowed to fight for 
us in our quest for more office 
space, especially since we inter-
viewed him in our office. He had 
to sit in one of our tot-siz chairs 
and the phone blared in his ear 
the whole time (somebody spilled 
So anyway, we'll be helping 
Stu carry out his tasks in his 
riding (New Westminster, where 
coincidendy we are located) until 
somebody who runs against him 
either buys our beer or buys us a 
suit like Stu has. · 
The Other Press wants to know · 
about free stuff. That is, free 
events or happenings. In these 
days of rapidly decreasing stu-
dent purchasing power, there is a 
need for free things to do for 
students or people. 
Davin's mom used to say, 
"There is no such thing as free 
stuff!" "Well, Mrs. Davin'smom 
you are wrong. You can go to the 
beach, or for a walk in the park • 
all sorts of things. Let us tell you! 
But these are the obvious things. 
What we want are rare exotic 
events like free meals, free 
movies, free rides, or perhaps 
free beer! 
Almost free things don't count. 
It has to be 100 percent gratis; or 
we don't want to know about it. 
So if your family, group, organi-
zatiof!, flock or gaggle is having a 
free one (event-wise) let us know. 
We will tell the world about it -
Free. 
D.C. effectiveness lost? 
by Martin Coon 
Among serious students and 
instructors there is a growing 
consensus that Douglas College 
has lost any effectiveness it may 
once have had in facilitating 
authentic learning experiences. 
The college is no longer com-
mitted to the well-being of its 
students, but has opted instead 
to be of service only to the needs 
and whims of society at large. 
The college erovides no space for 
those who wtsh to explore, along 
with res_pected and trusted fn-
ends, tlie rich terrain of an 
·authentic education. An educa-
tion that is for keeps. 
Because most of us now consi-
der the main function of the 
college to be one of certifying 
people for job prospects, what-
ever other purposes the colle~e 
has, have been severely curtat.l-
ed. In response to outside pres-
sure the college has abdicated its 
responsibility to offer its students 
somethin~ more than a ticket for 
social legttamacy. 
The quality of our education is 
an issue that is not even raised. 
The value of a course, its 
meaning in relation to ourselves 
and our environment, is sqme-
thing that is seldom even thought 
of, let alone discussed. Most 
students ask for very litde from 
their college. They liave become 
so stupefie<l in their comp~a~ency 
that tftey can no lon~er differen-
tiate between what ts noble and 
what is base. They have no tin]e 
to question or to develop a critical 
consciousness - after all, credit-
mongering is a full-time job. 
I believe Friedenberg is correct 
when he cites 'mass society 
which has grown accustomed to 
re8ard the academic community 
pnmarily as a source of econormc 
opportunity for its more docile 
children' as a major factor contri-
buting to the educational malaise 
that plagues not only our college 
but almost every higher learning 
institution. He is also right in 
claiming such as assumpuon to 
be 'as noxious to college and 
university life as noise and air 
pollution are to life in an indust-
rial city'. 
That a few of us are growing 
sick of breathing this unhealthy 
stench is, of course, commend-
able.But is is far too late in the 
game to believe that any mirac-
ulous changes could occur within 
the ·existing college structure. 
Besides, not many of us believe 
in miracles at the college any-
more- we're happy if we JUSt get 
through the day. 
It has become increasingly 
clear to me that the pursuit of a 
noble education can never be a 
possibility for most students. The 
qualities which make up the 
perfect student that I enviston are 
so rare that the majority will 
always be deficient in them. As 
the German philosopher, Fried-
rich Nietzsclie, wrote with his 
characteristic acuity, 'All highter 
education belongs to the excer.-
tions alone: one must be privt.l-
eged to have a right to so hi~h a 
privilege. Great and fine thmgs 
can never become .common prop-
erty .. .' 
But we have deluded ourselves 
into believing that they can 
become common property and 
therefore assume that everyone 
should have a right to participate 
in the wretched nursery school 
our college has become. Skill, 
competence, excellence - they 
have all become empty words. 
We no longer care what kind of 
education a student recieves so 
long as he gets one. Even if it is 
'education in a vacuum'. 
What we have is a college for 
the masses, run by the masses, 
and as a result, a college that is 
permeated with a cheap mass 
mentality. Everywhere, from the 
packaged munchies in the vend-
ing machines to the atmosphere 
of our campus life, there is an 
all-pervasive air of shoddiness. 
Those few students who have 
not yet succumbed to the masses' 
goals of mediocrity and equality 
. are discovering that they are a 
dying and unwanted breed. The-
re is really no place for them to go 
- certainly they cannot seek 
asylum at a college that has 
sacrificed them to the masses in 
the ftrst place. In an effort to 
supply everyone with a higher 
education we end up giving it to 
no one. In the name of education 
we destroy education. And no 
one seems to care but those very 
people whose creativity has been 
squandered in our despicable 
charades. 
I would like to end this article 
on a hopeful note, if for no other 
reason than to offer encourage-
ment rather than despair. But as 
I survey our current scene I fmd 
that there is litde that would give 
one much cause for joy. We have 
paid a dear price for our educa-
tional blunders. And I am one 
student who is not going to pay 
anymore. 
D.C. students discouraged 
byLesBrett However, there are a few persis- donrtbother to inform you as to 
Of late the student body of tent members of our student their whims. We all know they 
Douglas College has been infor- body, who ·try a litde more than are much too busy to bother with 
med they are apathetic. Yet, I the average student. H they wade such unimportant trifles as stu-
have reason to doubt that their through the lack of information dent body volunteers. 
lack of interest is complete and answers like, "Yes, the 
apathy. Rather I believe part of it committees are open to anyone, 
is discouragement. but ... ," the student society will 
let you on a committee, inform 
H you· offer your services you as to who the chairperson is 
generally, don't worry about and tell you the particulars of the 
trying to keep up with all the ftrst meeting. 
extra work you'll be given. You'll "Hurray," you think, you're 
be smiled at, thanked -for your finally getting somewhere. So 
offer, maybe have your name and you show up at the meeting, 
phone number taken but that will ready to go to work. Well, don't 
be the end of it. expect too much. It appears the 
The average student would student society holds their comm-
give up after such an experience. ittee meetings on whim, and 
Now, I ask yc;u, is the student 
body being treated fairly when 
we are told we are apathetic? 
Granted, probably only a few of 
the students have volunteered to 
the above extent but if the 
reaction of the student council is 
an example of how the student 
society encourages student inter-
est, why should any of us bother? 
I'm for student involvement 
but how much should a student 
have to put up with? 
This is a true story? 
by YosbikaSakurai 
This is a true story I heard two 
years ago from a friend who owns 
a small tea-room in downtown 
Tokyo, Japan. 
Just before Christmas 1976, 
she needed someone who could 
help her, as she was pregnant 
and also became very busy 
arranging various small Christ-
mas and New Year's parties. 
She advertised in the news-
paper for a tea-room cook with 
experience. However, nobody re-
sponded to her ad. Mter two 
weeks she was about give up and 
ask her mother to help her. At 
that particular time, a tall young 
man came into the tea-room, and 
asked, "Do you still need a 
helper?" 
"I've worked at a coffee shop 
before, but I don't know very 
much about cooking." Then she 
said, "Well, don't worry. I'll 
teach you as much as possible.'' 
One day she had a bad ·case of 
morning sickness, and decided to 
stay home in bed. She thought 
that the young man would be able 
to manage her tea-room after his 
ten day experience under her 
supervision. 
The next day when she went to 
the tea-room, the young man was 
already inside, cleaning up the 
floor. 
"How did you make out yes-
terday?" she asked. 
"Well, I think I did a pretty 
good job. It wasn't very busy," 
he replied with a proud expres-
sion upon his face. 
"Oh, but I have one question 
to ask you. Yesterday afternoon, 
one country girl with a few bags 
.came in, and ordered 'winar' 
coffee, but I've never heard 
about that before. What is is?" 
"That is a coffee with thick 
whipped cream on top. That 
coffee was first made in Vienna, 
Austria," she said as she began 
to explain its history. 
"Well, somehow when the 
French people first introduced 
that particular coffee to Japan, 
they called Vienna as Vienne and 
pronounced (Vien) in French, 
however, the Japanese language 
does not have any 'V'-sound, so 
they pronounced it 'winne'. So-
mehow, the Japanese began 
calling that coffee 'Winar' coffee. 
Do you understand? 
He paused for awhile, and then 
said, "I'll stop working here. I 
don't think I'm good enough to 
be a cook.'' 
"Why?" 
"I didn't know what 'winar' 
coffee was, so I made some coffee 
for that girl, and put a piece of 
wiener sausage in if." 
"What? Didn't she say any-
thing to you?" 
"She did ... she said, 'would 
you please give me a pair of 
chopsticks, because I can't eat 
this wiener sausage with a 
spoon!" 
. -your vaew 
What did you think of theAnntllll 
General Meeting of the Student 
Society? 
. Pat Gairns: 
"There wasn't much organiZation when the constitution came 
up. It was quite ridiculous. So much emphasis was put on form -
how to present what the meeting was going to be about. A lot of the 
time was spent on ~or stuff that should have been taken care of 
before." 
Jay Roberge: 
"We weren't informed beforehand about what was going to be 
talked about. We had no idea of the agenda until we got there. 
Because we didn't know what to expect, we couldn't really make 
any comments - we just kind of sat there and took it all in. As far 
as the paper's autonomy is concerned, I'm not sure of all the 
issues, but I think the present situation is fme." 
Darlene Zem 
"I thought the meeting was well org~, and pretty 
· successful. A lot was accomplished." 
Tony Randall 
"Nothing much was accomplished- we didn't really do anything . . 
It was good for a day of argument. It did, however, inform me of 
some things that were going on in the school that I wasn't aware of. 
Another thing, it inconvenienced many music students, due to 
where it was held.'' 
SusanBaJJ 
"I thought it accomplished a lot of things about the paper. I 
thought the meeting was above alot of people. The people didn't 
know what was going on.'' 
Mike Gerow 
"I don't think you (the press) should criticize the people who 
didn't show up, because they are here to get an education, not to 
get involved." 
Phil Elander 
"The point that the amendments should go to a lawyer is 
defmately a good one. There won't be any loopholes now. They 
were concerned about the autonomy (for campuses) but they should 
have hashed it out more beforehand. 
Tim Sanders 
"I was just there for the pub night. I didn't hear a thing about 
what happened at the meeting. The singer at the pub night was 
fantastic. I was at a curling game when the AGM was going on. 
One thing I'd like to complain about was the leaky cups at the pub 
night. 
Jim Momson 
"I had vehicle problems so tbat I couldn't come to the AGM. 
When I'm here I go to the library, and if their money goes into the 
library, I'm all for it. Douglas College is alright for a two-year 
thing, but I don't like the idea of travelling between campuses. I'd 
like to see the college offer more courses at each campus. I don't 
know enough about student council to really say anything. 
Cindy Althuken 
"I think that the separation of The Other Press was a good thing. 
It was the only good thing passed in the whole meeting. I just come 
here. I really don't want to get involved. I am a rm1itant apathist. I 
don't want to say anymore. The interview is over. 
The Other Comer, is an opinion poll conducted by The other 
Press in the hopes of securing views on fKII'Ying topics from 
members of the college community who would tWt ordinarily come 
forth. 
Page seven of The Other Press is reserved solely for the purpose 
of correspondence and opinion. The views expressed on this page 
do tWt necessarily reflect those of this newspaper. 
AO letters and opinions must be typed at a 60 stroke !me, double 
spaced and bear the name of the writer for reasons of validity. 
Submissions uJJich are tWt signed will tWt be published. Letters 
should be tW more than 200 Words in length, and opinion pieces 
should be either 450 or 900 words in length due to space and layout 
requirements. 
We reserve the right to edit aJJ letters and opinions for clarity and 
libel. Letters and opinions longer than specified will be edited to 
size. 
Deadline for submissions is 4 pm Fridays. 
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The Other Press: Mr. Leggatt, 
are justice critic for the NDP 
do you feel about the present 
bill on the floor enabling the 
RCMP to open mail within the 
bounds of the law. 
Stu Leggatt: There is no law now 
in effect, yet the RCMP . have 
opened 669 pieces of mail. So the 
government says we have broken 
the law so lets change it. This bill 
is premature, you don't set up 
legislation when a commission -
the MacDonald commission - is 
sblllooking into the problem. 
The bill deals with mainly two 
separate violations; one to do 
with narcotics and the other deals 
with national security matters. I 
have no objection to opening mail 
under the narcotics laws, and I 
don't object if an judge says you 
can open mail. What I object to is 
under the National Security pro-
vision the RCMP can seize mail 
on the word of the solicitor 
general that a person is subver-
sive. What is a subversive? It 
could be anything the govern-
ment would want it to be. 
TOP: Would it not be possible for 
the RCMP to wait until the 
suspicious letter was delivered 
and then apprehend the recipiant 
of the letter as well as the letter 
in question which would no 
longer be in transit. 
Leggatt: No, because they have 
to know the information in the 
letter, in order to follow the 
person. They may not want the 
person, but want to know what is 
in the letter. lncidendy, they 
have the power right now to open 
mail under the narcotics act for 
mail believed to carry drugs. 
TOP:What about having the 
RCMP opening the mail in front 
of a judge? 
Leggatt: That is an interesting 
proposition. The trouble is, how 
much time do judges have to 
into that, and secondly, I 
think judges should be 
involved in the investigative pan 
of the law. But the place for the 
. is when a police officer 
to do something you and I 
do, like break into a house 
open someone's mail. Thats II}). 
I ~[tra1on:liruili'V power, something 
only give after a judge 
•--~=_,~.,_ the facts. 
TOP: Under the national security 
provision of the bill the RCMP do 
not have to be very specific in the 
piece, amount of mail they wish 
to open, nor do they have to put 
forth a specific charge. Don't you 
think this gives the RCMP exces-
sive powers? 
Leggatt: You're right, this does 
not deal with one specific piece of 
mail, nor any specific charge 
against a person. I initially felt 
that in order to open a piece of 
mail the RCMP should go to a 
judge and ask permission to open 
a specific piece of mail, give the 
reason they want to open it, and 
then ask for a warrant. But that is 
not the case, however, what they 
have done is take the wire tap law 
and applied it to opening mail. 
TOP: Exacdy what parts of the 
bill do you object to? 
Leggatt: The total portion of the 
bill that deals with national 
security, thats about half the bill. 
The total area of the bill is in 
violation of civil liberties. The 
solicitor general decides if you 
are a subversive or not. The fact 
you can open a piece of 
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mail is no more excessive than a 
search warrant provided you get 
a warrant from a judge. There is 
I don't get too upset about that 
part of the law. P,robably what 
worries me the most is how 
objective can a person be who is 
pan of a government. The perfect 
example is what is now happen-
ing between Levesqle and Tru-
deau. Levesque is running a 
perfecdy legitimate government, 
and he has bent over backwards 
to be legitimate, and he knows 
damn well that if they had one 
guy in there breaking the law 
they'd be in trouble, except the 
liberal government has been 
using it's power against them 
and know they will have even 
more power. 
TOP: Why did the liberal gover· 
nment choose this time to bring 
mail opening legislature for-
ward? 
Leggatt: It was stricdy a political 
move. They are stuck with the 
fact the mounties were caught 
red handed. Also they have 
decided to jump on the back of 
the RCMP. Whenever I get up in 
parliament to attack Blais or Fox, 
they say oh you're attacking the 
RCMP or the Queen again. This 
is there litde ploy. They're a 
national symbol in Canada, ,they' 
re like hockey. You can't kick 
them around, or you get hell 
every time you do it. · 
Leggatt:How popular is the bill 
among the grassroots popula-
tion? Its not completely under-
stood. The things I usually hear 
is, "What are you doing worrying 
"Once your 
freedom is 
taken away, 
everyone's is 
taken away" 
about my mail? I'd be happy if 
the police open my mail." I say, 
well, you're the ftrst guy that 
would be in ·my law office the day 
you were charged, complaining 
that there had .been some viola-
tion of your civil liberties. Only 
after something has happened 
people appreciate what there 
is ..• Once your freedom is taken 
away, everybody's is taken away. 
We still don't have that sensitiv-
ity in Canada. The Americans are 
much better than we are on this 
subject. 
I think it has something to do 
with their tradition and consti-
tution. They're really better in 
understanding the rights of an 
individual . 
TOP: Do you think they pushed 
this law onto the floor quicker 
. because of tl)e present troubles of 
the RCMP? 
Leggatt: Yes, defmately. There's 
no question at all. No doubt 
whatsoever. 
TOP: Do you think this legisla-
tion would have come about if the 
RCMP problems hadn't come 
up? 
Leggatt: I couldn't say, that's 
really speculative. Any govern-
~t that found out the RCMP 
had been on a fairly massive 
mail-opening campaign would 
have said you can't continue to 
-violate the law. Let me put it this 
way: there's a helluva lot of 
people who get parking tickets, 
who've been busted for mari-
juana who would love to go to the 
solicitor general and say look, 
fella, I've been breaking the law 
but its just minor stuff, why don't 
we change the law and then it will 
be okay. The argument of the 
rule of law on all of this stuff is 
absolutely vital. 
I was around when Simol' 
Fraser University was busting 
up, when they were occupying 
the administration building. The 
rule then was, you must obey the 
rule of law, you can't violate it. I 
was on that side, I'd run around 
and say for Chrissake, you go 
through the proper democratic 
process, that's the way to move. 
All of a sudden, that was wrong 
to break the law, but when the 
police do it, then it's okay. No 
society can survive with one law 
for the law enforcement officers 
and another for the rest of the 
citizens. That's where its at, its 
not a complicated principle at all. 
Everything we say in the House 
of Commons comes directly from 
that principle, that the law has to 
apply to everybody fairly. 
TOP: Sounds good to me. 
Leggatt: Well, its not a particu-
larly revolutionary concept. No 
civilized western democracy can 
survive very long without that 
principle. 
TOP: You're on the pornography 
commission. What have you been 
deciding or discussing? 
Leggatt: All we've been looking 
at is private member bills. A lot 
of private members have been 
upset at the amount of porno-
graphy on the newstands and 
what brought it to a head was the 
question of child pornography. 
Basically its to deal W:th child 
pornography. There may be a bill 
to . deal with child pornography 
but not adult pornography. I 
frankly think if they apply the 
present provisions of the criminal 
code they have enough power to 
deal with the adult part, but I 
think there can be a special case 
made for child pornography. That 
is the abuse of children by people 
who offer the parents money, the 
photography bit, all of that shit. I 
think there can be a law passed to 
deal with that. But when you deal 
with this subject, everybody gets 
very simple-minded. They say 
good, let's stop it. They would 
probably mean that the Copper-
tone ad with the litde girl with 
her bathing suit being taken 
down by the dog would have to be 
banned. 
Everything in pornography is 
subjective. One person's porn is 
another person's art. Its very 
hard to determine. So I'm still a 
believer that the present law 
which allows the court to deter-
mine whether it offends basic 
community standards should be 
the one that applies. 
TOP: Let's tum to economics. Do 
you feel that Canada has too 
much tariff protection. Gordon 
Gibson made a speech at Douglas 
College last week calling for the 
removal of tariffs. 
Leggatt: Let me answer that in 
two ways. First of all, the use of 
quotas rather than tariffs is what 
is most offensive to me as a 
British Columbian. A quota me-
ans if Quebec produces tennis 
shorts you can only bring in so 
many tennis shorts into the 
country. 
For us the result is that 
because it's a twenty minute 
drive down to Blaine you go down 
there and buy the goddamned 
stuff, which means that the small 
merchants in New Westminster 
can't compete effectively with 
their American competitors. So 
the quota system has a lot to do 
with driving our people down to 
the States to do their shopping. 
The tariff doesn't necessary do it, 
it depends on the height of the 
tariff etc. I'm not against some 
sort of tariff protection that would 
involve some sort of national 
economic strategy. But up to now 
what we've had is the East, who 
wanted B.C. and the Prairies into 
confederation as a market for 
their products, couldn't compete 
with the economics of scale in the 
U.S. because of the size 'of the 
U.S. market and their unit price 
for manufacturing. 
The restffi-has bua that B.C. 
has the worst of all possible 
deals. We sell our raw materials 
on the world market in competi-
tion with all world traders. We 
manufacture very litde in B.C., 
especially as far as export is 
concerned. Therefore we have to 
buy on a protected market and 
sell on an unprotected market. 
Therefore we pay more for our 
products. H you add it all up you 
find we have been subsidizing 
central Canada. There's always a 
price to pay to be a Canadian. 
We've always been willing to pay 
the price on the ground that 
maybe there is something better 
up here, something subde that no 
one has defmed. 
Now having said that we get 
the other liaH of the thing which 
is bad. Whenever they go to buy 
something, I'll give you an 
example of the ship. replacement 
program for the navy. Then all of 
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more economic meetings like 
those between the premiers pre-
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sendy happening in Ottawa. Ho-
wever, I don't think there is a 
need to carry them on in front o 
the cameras. This is bullshit 
holding it in front of the camera. I 
It is Trudeau preparing for the 
a sudden they become cost 
conscious. They're not cost con-
scious when it comes to our 
buying their shoes, all of the 
manufactured goods of the east. 
Then they say, "We'll build 
some of the ships in Canada, but 
geez the prices are pretty heavy 
for shipyards. We're going to let 
Japan build them, or Norway." 
My argument is that you can't 
have it both ways. At the cost of 
being a Canadian surely to God 
we should be getting some of that 
ship building out here on the 
coast, and a merchant marine -
which Canada should have had a 
long time ago - to carry its 
products around the world, like 
the U.S. does. 
TOP: Do you think our tariff 
policy is too wide-ranging? We 
tariff the motorcycle trade when 
Canada does not have a motor-
cycle trade, except for trailbikes. 
Or the watch industry when we 
don't have a watch industry. 
Leggatt : I think we have to 
rationalize Canadian industry. 
But there's still going to be tariffs 
that we have to have. It's pardy 
the nature of our economy. Most 
of the lines of trade run north and 
south, not east and west. The 
cost of transporting something 
from one end of the country is 
horrendous. 
The thing we haven't done is 
develop a sense of nationalism. I 
think there should be a single 
logo, buy Canadian material. So 
that you know that when you are 
buying something you know you 
are creating jobs and I come in 
Canada. What we need is a 
massive promotion campaign 
promoting all Canadian business. 
I don't like a MacDonalds be-
cause I don't like that litde 
goddam maple leaf they stick in 
between the arches, doesn't me-
an anything to me. I think they 
have to been driving Canadian 
hamburger people ever since 
they came up here. You wouldn't 
believe the number of business 
that have been driven to the wall 
by MacDonalds. Thats what hap-
pens in a country where you lose 
your sense of nationalism. The 
market tested products of the 
United States gives these guys 
such an edge that they come to 
Canada already successful and 
make money. Our guys can't 
compete with that they can't have 
the same ability to market test 
their product, thats why they 
can't compete with places like 
MacDonalds and Denny's. The-
refore we need a sense of 
Canadian nationalism. 
Now I'll give you a political 
statement: You can't get it with 
Trudeau. Trudeau has rejected 
back from the time of Walter 
Gordon who was talking about 
Canadian nationalism; you can go 
to Herb Grey who can't fmd a 
place in the Trudeau govern-
ment; Eric Kierans who was 
Director of the Montreal stock 
exchange and was in the Trudeau 
cabinet and the reason is he is an 
internationalist, he sees himself 
as a kind of world figure. He 
rejects the concept of a height-
ened Canadian Identity. He has 
never accepted the idea of us 
being a branch is simple we live 
in a society where we are the last 
hired; and the first ftred. The 
decision made in the multi-na-
tional corporations are made in a 
the United States, London or 
Zurich. We are warned a long 
time ago to buy back our country. 
And to make our own economic 
decisions, like Sweden does. 
If we have ownership in Cana-
da then we have decision made 
with sensitivity towards the peo-
ple and situation in Canada. We 
know what the local needs are, 
and what we do to our marketing 
and production. 
I give you an interesting fact to 
support this argument. The pre-
sent balance of payments prob-
lem, why is the Canadian dollar 
soft. The Trudeau government 
says, 'Damn-it, we have too 
many people on a free lunch, we 
have to work harder.' Just take 
the figures and add up manufac-
turing exports and they are more 
than our imports. Where our 
balance of payments goes into 
the negative is when we pay the 
absentee landlord. We pay divi-
dends and massive interest pay-
ments abroad because of large 
amounts of borrowing we have 
done. Then you add in the money 
we spend abroad when travelling 
- and we spend 10 to one out of 
the CO"\ffitry on travel than in the 
country. So when you hear all 
these people say all you have to 
do is get in there and work - I'm 
not against us being more effi-
cient, but I wish they'd tell the 
goddam truth. We spend so 
much money to the west europ-
ean banker in interest on borrow-
ed money. 
TOP: Canadians have always 
been caution in investment and 
have had to go to foreign banks 
for the needed capital, how would 
you change that? 
Leggatt: Well, let me give you 
some examples of the people who 
are trying to change this. Rene 
Levesque is one, inspite of the 
fact that we won't abide by 
separatism, I do like what he is 
trying to do in Quebec. What he 
is saying is 'we have got to own 
our own province, when we own 
it we can do some long term 
planning about our own country 
and our own destiny.' Tommy 
Douglas would have done the 
same thing for Canada - of 
course I'm giving you my political 
bias. If we had decided he was 
our next prime minister he would 
have started us to move towards 
us using our own economy. It 
doesn't have to be publicly 
owned, it can be owned privately, 
or a combination of both. The 
idea that the only way we can 
survive is to ask multi national 
next federal election. His camera 
men are there taking pictures 
making him look like a king 
directing all his princes. He is 
doing it for publicity. If you want 
something done you don't do it 
in public. 
There is a problem here of 
course, the me<lia likes to be in 
corporations to come in with their on everything. There is a tend-
millions and develop this country ency, however, that when people 
that is what is denying us our get in front of the camera they 
national consciousness and na- are not as open and willing to say. 
tional identity and now it is the things that they want to say 
destroying our national economy. when they are not in public. 
TOP: If we refined our own TOP: Do you think that TV in 
natural resources would that not parliament has changed its work-
help ease our own unemployment ings? 
problem? Leggatt: Well, parliament has 
Leggatt: Yes, you see everybody always been an open forum, 
likes to kick Dave Barrett around, there is the Hansard. The only 
but he told us some hard truths. difference is now they are taking 
One that you have got to start pictures. I don't think it will make 
processing copper. Because if we much difference. 
don't when we run out of copper TOP: Do you think the federal 
what WJ11 everybody do? We have government should be looking for 
to develop a manufacturing indu- a balanced budget this year or in 
stry, not only in copper but in the near future? 
wood products and others. We Leggatt: What we have had now 
still manufacture for fewer of our is chicken-shit government who 
wood products than we should. run around afraid to run a deficit. 
TOP: Do you think economic There is nothing wrong with 
decision should be more in the running a hdeficit budget, provid-
hands of the provincial govern- ed somew ere down the line yo~ 
ments, letting tham decide on . bal~ce the budget. I don t 
separate tariff and quota policy? believe you should balance ,a 
Leggatt: Well you have to have bu~get ~very year, but I don t 
provincial input, but the idea that believe elthe~ that you ~ bore-
you develop a stronger sense of ow rurse~ mto prospenty. We 
Canadian unity by weakening the can t contmue to borrow money 
central government I've never on the New York money market. 
been able to buy. federally we pay I~ cents ?f ':very 
It doesn't follow that by hiring tax dollar .to fore1g?ers. m. mterf 
more power out to the regions e~t. What It means m.thls ttme? 
you are going to promote a high unemployment IS we don t 
stronger sense of national unity have any extra money to play 
or necessarily solve your econO: -around with. I'd like to see a 
mic problems. There is a real budget that balanced out every 
problem for me as a socialist, for five years. . 
example if 1 believe that as a I f~l ~e should be runnm~ 
British Columbian it is my oblica- defiats this year: ~e problem IS 
tion to help a poor fisherman in we have been glvmg the .wrong 
N-~ dland y ' d tha people the tax breaks. This year t:w•oun . ou can t o t al .11 • SI 5 .11• 
"It is 
Trudeau 
• preparzng 
for ·the 
federal 
election" 
unless there is some sort of 
federal power to do this and I 
would not want to see this sort of 
power taken away. It is necessary 
that we still have a means to 
distribute wealth amongst the 
provinces. There is defmately a 
difference between the have and 
have not provinces and this is a 
means to alleviate these dispar-
ities. So I'm not sure that by 
decentralizing the federal gover-
nment you're going to be able to 
cure our economic problem. But 
in terms of sensitivity, in terms of 
manufacturing which is what 
we're talking about, I don't know 
if this government will ever be 
sensitive to that. You're right 
there could be much more prov-
incial input. There could be many 
one we WJ g1ve . mt 1on to 
major corporations in order for , 
job creation. That is a stupid 
decision, they are only using 80 
percent of their capacity now. 
What do they need any more 
money for? They have idle plants 
and assembly lines so in terms of 
money we would instead of 
collecting it we would not give 
the concessions to the big corpor-
ations, but we would give the tax 
breaks to the people earning low 
wages. Somebody on a low 
income has to spend the money, 
he's going to buy necessities. 
That money goes into the econ-
omy to generate more jobs for the 
litde businessman. You can't 
tum the economy around by 
making the concessions at the 
upper level, and we've been 
doing this for the last 15 years. 
I think we are in an economic 
emergency, and have to worry 
about our unemployment, and 
have to deficit fmance to get out 
of this problem. But don't blame 
the NDP we didn't get the 
economy there. 
TOP: Do you think the next 
government of Canada will be a 
minority and what chances do 
you think the NDP has? 
Leggatt: Well, I don't think Ed 
Broadbent will be the next prime 
minister of Canada, but it will 
probably be another minority 
government. 
TOP: When do you predict the 
next federal election? 
Leggatt: June 26 of this year. 
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SPACE JUNK? 
by Emest Sternglass 
for Pacific News Service 
Dr. Ernest ]. Sternglass is 
professor of radiological physics 
at the University of Pittsburgh 
School of Medicine, Department 
of Radiology. He is author of the 
book Low Level Radiation (Bal-
lantine). 
Thus, a spokesman for the 
Soviet government was able to 
reassure the public a few days 
after the crash: "Soviet and 
American designers build space-
craft in such a way as to avoid 
disaster under any circum-
stances," adding that "complete 
safety was a basic law for all 
those who build nuclear de-
vices." 
· bile the Jan-
w 
24 h Yet we now know that these ::¢osmo~4 statements were outright decep-
unleashed in- tions, and that the claim of 
ternational "complete safety" was false. 
shockwaves, it The latest site measurements 
brought sighs have revealed that sizeable qua..1-· 
of relief to the Pentagon scien- tities of radioactive debris did in 
tists who had tracked the flawed fact reach the ground over an 
satellite since the Soviets area hundreds of miles long. 
launched it September 18. . Statements by spokesmen 
The fear that had so ob~ess~ both nations implied that so long 
the U.S. skvwatcher~ was stmple. th ct r "burned up" in 
what would happen if the nuclear as e rea 0 • ld di 
powered satellite smashed into the atmosphere, tt wou sap-
chi De Lo An 1 ? pear and present no hazard. In cago, . nver or s ge ~s. fact. as the uranium and fission 
Although tt was loaded .Wlth roducts did vaporize into the 
some l 00 pounds of highly P h the were trans-
'ched . th atmosp ere y 
enn . urantum, ere was no formed into the fmely divided ce~ty that the. on-board reac- form of insoluble oxides, well 
tor s . failsafe destg!l woul~ pre- known to be the most hazardous 
vent tt fro~~! exploding on tmpact chemical form for the production 
as an atomtc bomb. of lung cancer. 
Explosions aside, the conse- Neither did the Soviet govern-~uences could still have been . th ment spokesman ever menuon evastating had e reactor not th · 
disintegrated in the atmosphere. Strontium 90, e most tmportant 
of all the fission products created Intense gamm radiation from during the operation of this 
such fission products as Cesium marvel of nuclear engineering. 
l3 7 could have produced lethal 
doses within hours. Air, water Neither the Soviets nor the 
and farming areas would have U.S. government spokesmen 
been contaminated with Iodine ever mentioned the fact that the 
131, Strontium 89 and Strontium total amount of biologically se-
90 released from the broken rious radioactivity released in the 
reactor. . 1 gical satellite crash to the world's air, ~~nding on metero o water, food and milk equals that 
conditt?ns and. based 0 !1 the of the detonation of a about 10 
sharp mcrease m leukenua and modem atomic weapons. 
cancer rates all over Japan · 
following the detonation of two Nor has any of them mentioned 
bombs in 1945, cancer rates that animal studies at the Uni-
could have jumped between 100 versity of Rochester carried out 
and 1000 percent with compa- over a period of nearly 10 years . 
rable increases in infant mor- showed that even the less toxic 
tality, birth defects and other natural uranium, when released 
chronic diseases in the imme- as fme oxide dust, was found to 
diate area. induce a startlingly high number 
Massive population evacua- of lung cancers seven to 10 years 
tions and the sealing of food and after very low concentrations of 
water supplies would have been this material were inhaled by 
the only possible counter- dogs. 
measures. The long-term conse-
quences from the release of such Fortunately for all govequnent 
uranium products could well leaders, lung cancers, congenital 
have led to as many as tens of defects and rises in other chronic 
thousands of deaths from lung diseases many years later cannot 
cancer and other causes-ap- be readily traced to a given 
proaching the numbers ,calcu- "nuclear incident". And so, for 
lated in the original Brookhaven nearly a generation, all the 
study of the effects of a possible goverftments of the world have 
nuclear power plant accident been able to deceive their own 
near New York Ctty. f the 
Because the potential for a people as to the true nature o 
major disaster was too frigh- biological hazards in the name of 
tening for public discussion, and national security· 
because it might help to turn the Convinced of the absolute ne-
people of the world against all cessity of nuclear weapons, nu-
forms of nuclear energy, both the clear submarine reactors, nuclear 
U.S. government and the Soviets spy satellites and nuclear. po~er 
decided to keep the story quiet. If plants, government saenttsts 
neither an explosion _nor. wide- throughout the world were able 
spread human contammauon oc- li 'call d 
curred, they gambled, public to convince their po tt ea ers 
hysteria and alarm could be that the hazards of low-level 
avoided and the whole matter radiation exposures were negli-
passed over lighdy. gible. · 
And that is exactly what hap- The result has been that no 
pened. Fortunately' the satellite research into the effects of small, 
re-entered the atmosphere over a continued exposures to radiation 
sparsely populated area of the of the general population was 
world. Fortunately, it did not ever funded and carried out by 
survive re-entry in a compact responsible government agen-
form that might have led to a cies. Instead, the military and the 
nuclear explosion upon impact. nuclear bureaucracies in every 
And fortunately • it appears to major nation ltave successfully 
have largely vaporized, allowing diverted attention from the prob-
only some small fraction of the lem of low-level radioactive con-
highly radioactive debris to con- tamination. 
taminate the ground. 
U n February 28, 1978 
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EXPLODING 
Reprinted from the Chevron such a calamity did indeed occur. 
for Canadian Umversity Press Britain has always been in the 
. forefront of nuclear technology, 
The nuclear industry ~ al- . opening the ftrst commercial 
mzys founded ~ ~ ~/ power reactor in l957. It has also 
nuclear generating capacity m lead other civilized countries in 
Canada and throughout the world the reprocessing of nuclear fuels 
upon their uniJU;mished safety -to produce weapons grade plu-
record. They claim that nuclear tonium. The main site of this 
accidents have nev:;__,~ activity is in the Lake District of 
anymu; ~that the ,,_~ 01 England, on the coast at a 
such incidents very ~ if ~t community known as Windscale. 
impossibe. The following article In October 1957 the ftrst reactor 
by Chevron science ant! techno/- at this installation (a military 
ogy reporter W. Reid ~n device operated to produce pluto-~plode~ the above myths with a nium) ran into abnormal opera-
discusSIOn of recently revealed ting conditions. · 
atomic disasters in Russia, the 
United Kingdom, the United 
States and most recently the 
nuclear satellite which Canada 
was priviledged to recieve on her 
territory from our neighbours in 
the USSR. 
T he end of the Second World War saw the real initiation of the atomic 
age; both in 
the western world and in comm-
unist Russia. The Soviets concen-
trated most of the research into 
nuclear bomb production and 
atomic power generation in an 
area around Sverdlosk and Chely-
abinsk in the Ural region of 
European Russia. Along with any 
experiments into this form of 
materials come the hazards of 
radioactivity and the problem of 
.·. 
ventilation stack of the complex. 
Most of this radioactivity was 
deposited on nearby Cumberland 
and Lancashire but amounts were 
detected on the European contin-
ent. All the locally produced milk 
was bought by the atomic energy 
agency, because of its unaccept-
able levels of radioactive poisons, 
and subsequendy disposed of. A 
Medical Research Council com-
mittee reported on this incident 
and concluded that no real harm 
was done to either the workers at 
the plant or any member of the 
public at large. Recent research, 
however, indicates that anv a-
... 
-=-· 
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what to do with the wastes 
generated during such a pro-
gram. 
EFFECTS OF RADIATION EXPOSURE 
The Soviets dooded not to use 
a secure method of waste dispo-
sal such as steel containers in 
mine shafts or burial at sea but 
chose the cheap method of pump-
ing all wastes into the ground 
where hopefully nothing would 
happen to them until they event-
ually decayed. 
The Americans also experi-
mented with such techniques but 
developed better methods of long 
term storage which ensured that 
the wastes were still available for 
future processing. 
In 1958 the inevitable caught 
up with the Russians and the 
underground pools of radioactive 
wastes either overheated or be-
gan a chain reaction. In any case 
the result was a volcanic explo-
sion which showered the nearby 
populated areas with the wastes 
. previously buried beneath the 
earth . . 
In an area, which could have 
encompassed 1000 square miles, 
the earth and all vegetation, and 
animal lifeforms were contamin-
ated. The Russians never admit-
ted this occurance, so the death 
toll is not known. 
This reactor is moderated by 
graphite and in order to recondi-
tion the -moderator the tempera-
ture in the core of the reactor was 
routinely raised. However, a 
problem occured in a fuel bundle 
which contained uranium oxide 
(the fuel), because of this tem-
perature increase - the canning 
split exposing the fuel and it 
burst into flames. 
mount of such carcinogens are 
harmful to living beings. 
The United States had a jump 
on most other countries because 
it developed the first nuclear 
devices and so has considered 
experience in the field. 
Many military reactors were 
constructed but have subsequen-
dy been shut down because of 
operating problems and their 
The CIA with its sophisticate<;! 
sensing apparatus was well a-
ware of this tragedy but the 
American .government did not ... as shown by drawings of early radiologists' hands 
publicize it because nuclear ~ech- It wasn't terribly serious until 
nology in the west was expenenc- this uranium oxidation caused 
ing similar if not as large the graphite to start burning. At 
problems. this point, the reactor with its 
Recent emigres from this area moderator (which controls the 
of Russia tell stories of residents rate of the nuclear reactions) on 
checking locally grown produce ftre was nearly out of control. The 
with radiation detectors, and of operators of this device quickly 
areas of fenced in topsoil with began to douse the conflagration 
mutant plants growing on top. with immense amounts of water 
Recent Soviet publications dea- and eventually the ftre was 
ling with radioactive contamin- extinguished. 
ation of the environment and Substantial amounts (about 
residual radioactivity in the bo- 50,000 curies) of radioactive fis-
nes of birds originating from this sion products were released to 
area are conclusive proof that the environment through the 
records have been shrouded in 
secrecy. 
The ftrSt commercial fast bree-
der reactor, the Enrico Fermi 
installation near Detroit, Michi-
gan went critical in 1963. This 
plant was to show other power 
utilities in the USA the great 
advantages of breeding more 
nuclear fuels in the reactor but 
after two years of operating in the 
difficulties the regulating agency 
in the US refused to grant the 
station a certificate enabling 
operation and it has been perma-
nently decommissioned since 
__ R_ebruary_2_'8, 1_97B __ ___.FEA TUR ______ _ 
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1965. 
The Detroit Edison company 
has decided to stick to conven-
tional coal-fired generating sta-
tions to increase its power out-
put rather than exploit this 
dubious form of technology. 
Up until the Test Ban Treaty on 
nuclear devices was signed by 
the major powers, all nuclear 
bomb testing was done in the 
atmosphere and raised radiation 
levels around the world. 
In the USA, military personnel 
were subjected to nuclear fallout 
conditions as guinea pigs to 
determine the effect of radiation 
on people. In an atomic blast 
known as Smoky, conducted in 
195 7, 3 500 people were involved. 
A recent study by the Centre for 
Disease Control in the US has 
found that one percent of the 
sample contacted subsequently 
had contracted leukemia. Almost 
eighty thousand people were 
involved in such tests before they 
were discontinued in 1958. 
The -application of nuclear te-
chnology to the rigours of the 
outer space environment in natu-
ral.Relatively simple power reac-
tors with high reliability, high 
cost and sufficient power/weight 
density ha_~e ~ ~evelo~-~ 
the Americans were the fll'St to 
put an atomic powered satellite 
into orbit in the mid-1960's. 
The Russians are not to be 
-
outdone and also began to apply 
their expertise to satellite opera-
tions. 
Cosmos 954, which dropped 
from the sky last week, was a 
Soviet surveillance satellite de-
signed to detect shipping move-
ments at sea by the use of radar 
beams from orbit. 
Apparently, the power source 
for this device was a nuclear 
reactor which contained a mas-
sive amount of enriched uranium 
fuel. The 100 pounds of highly 
enriched fuel is a sufficient 
quantity of fissile material to run 
a Pickering type reactor for 
several days and so there was 
considerable discussion, when 
this satellite's orbit deteriorated 
over the NorthWest Territories, 
whether the satellite had other 
capabilities, for instance the abil-
ity to destroy other orbiting 
devices. 
The remains of the satellite are 
now being discovered over a 
large area of the NWT from the 
east end of Great Slave Lake 
halfway to Hudsons Bay. It is 
highly unlikely that all the mater-
ial which showered down to earth 
will ever be recovered because of 
the inaccessibility of the terrain 
and because of the large area 
over which it is scattered. 
The first piece discovered by 
campers was determined to be 
"slighdy" radioactive by officials 
of the AECB. Subsequent pieces 
located recently near Fort Reli-
ance have been classified as 
Highly radioactive, probably rep-
resenting material which if not 
part of the reactor core was 
closely situated to it. 
A nuclear engineer told me 
that these classifications are hi-
ghly arbitrary. He said radio-
activity is like. pregnancy; it is 
impossible to be slightly preg-
nant. 
The effect of this radioactive 
material on the wildlife of this 
area and the human inhabitants 
who eat this game for survival is 
difficult to predict. It is indeed 
fortunate, however, that the sat-
ellite decayed from orbit over this 
relatively uninhabited area rather 
than over southern Ontario or the 
eastern seaboard of the USA. 
The nuclear incidents, of which 
those related here are only a 
fraction, pose the question who is 
responsible for these disasters? 
The Russian satellite clean-up 
is presently being coordinated by 
the armed forces under the 
direction of Canadian and Amer-
ican atomic officials. An agree-
ment signed by the USSR, the 
USA and Canada in 1973, thro-
ugh the auspices of the United 
Nations, stipulates that when a 
satellite falls onto a country the 
country who launched it is totally 
responsible for the deleterious 
effects that may have been 
caused by its negligence. This 
treaty has never been inforced 
and it is likely that this incident 
will prove whether the provisions 
of this agreement can be applied. 
In the United States, a govern· 
ment agreement passed in 195i 
and subsequently renewed a 
decade later stipulateS that any 
nuclear power plant need only 
provide for the first S700 million 
of insurance if the plant causes 
any damage to the surrounding 
area. The government agreed to 
assume the rest of the d~ages 
which is a major difference 
between any other form of comm-
ercial liability. In a conventiomil 
power station if an accident 
injured workers, the engineers in 
charge of the plant's operation 
could be found criminally liable. 
This change of resj>onsibility 
from the individuals who design-
ed and operated a nuclear facility 
to the all-powerful government is 
drastically changing the scope of 
work. Now a designer, cognizant 
that if his station blows up he will 
not be criminally liable, need not 
be as confident of his work as if 
his life was on the line in the 
event of an error being traced 
back to him. Such a lack of 
responsibility could lead to the 
unsafe operation of these plants. 
In Canada provincial electric 
corporations and the federal gov-
ernment are the only ones to 
operate nuclear (except several 
small reactors at some universi-
ties, eg. McMaster). 
The liability for the unsafe 
operation of such plants will 
undoubtably be borne by the 
government involved, so all of us 
would be paying the costs of an 
~~~=== accident. In the future when the 
;;;; reprocessing of nuclear wastes 
rt--~·--- inevitably comes to Canada~ and 
Ontario in particular, any result-
ing accidents can be laid against 
the society which permitted such 
a dangerous technology to prolif-
erate without adequate safe-
guards or public control. 
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SELF-DEFENSE? 
by Vernon Westphal persons who were hanging a-
Friends, these are hard times round nearby in an alley, and 
for us working-class people. Per- came back without even having 
haps you've wondered what you scuffed his shoes! 
can do to protect yourself against Beginners should practice the 
cold, harsh reality. Well, help is following simple exercises, until 
fmally available. they feel the need for profess-
You don't need to hire a ional help. -
body·gu:rrd in order to walk the 1. The Umbrella 
streets m safety, nor need you Acours · f, • b 
buy an over-priced house in a twirlm" g etS. mh lenful~ or at?n-
dis · · d ak e p mmastermg 
remotthe tnct mdaor her to. m e the umbrella. However, hard 
sur~ at your. ug ter IS not work and a desire for blood can 
dattn~ Undestrables,. because make up for any lack of stud • 
there 1s now a cheap, srmple, and A 11 • lin • Stud th · y f 
effective system that ensures char': [h lin Y ( e movies 0f 
freedom from Undesirable peop- Gud sho') ;p all a maseedter o 1 - • or you n to 
e.Thi called G ·d h 1 know about this. Useful for s system, u -s o., warding off ttack walkin 
was .develope_d by 100 percent off into the ::et. or g 
Englishmen m the wastes of 
Tibet. Tibet at the time was full B. Slow Twirl; This exercise 
of Undesirable people, who call- helps to develop your coordin-
ed themselves Sherpas. Sherpas ati?n. First, je~ the .umbrella up 
were reasonably human in ap- q~1ckly, grabbing 1t near the 
pearance and did a splendid job mtddle of the shaft. Now, rotate 
of carrying two hundred pound the ~mbrella around its center of 
loads up mountains. Sometimes, gravity so that the shaft passes 
however, the ~herpas got lazy between your~ and yo~. bodt. 
and rested durmg mountain eli- When the onginal pos1tton IS 
mbs; in fact, some even refused reached, release the umbrella 
to climb mountains at all. The and grab it by the handle. Try not 
Englishmen were not allowed to to drop it, as that is considered 
shoot the Sherpas because of bad form. 
their tradition of fair play, so 
they looked for a Better Way. 
And thus Gud-sho! was born! 
Maybe you're thinking to your-
self:'Yes, this sounds like it could 
change my whole life, but how 
much will it cost me?" Well, rest 
easy, friends! I give this infor-
mation out free; you need not pay 
a cent; but, always remember: 
you get what you pay for. 
Clubbing: 
not ·classy, 
but a 
· d~pendable 
old 
standard. 
Gud-sho is a dynamic and 
forceful system, based on the 
concept: 'H thy neighbor's eye 
offend thee, pluck it out!' This 
system does 110t insist that you 
develop your self-discipline, or 
that you use it only to defend 
your life. No, Gud-sho! masters 
say that you use it at your own 
risk; in fact Gud-sho! can be used 
to protect religious beliefs, your 
self-esteem, and even your favor-
ite prejudices! Yes, when you use 
Gud-sho!, you are protecting the 
basis of society. 
Necessary equipment: 
1 stainless steel frame umbrella 
(Note; Point should be sharpened 
at least twice a month.( 
1 pair steel toe-capped dress 
shoes (Black, with pointed toes) 
1 leather briefcase 
1 bowler hat (Colour indicates 
level of mastery) 
From the above list you can see 
that, unlike the karate-using 
rabble, you can be dressed for 
Gud-sho! f.ghting and still be in 
proper style. And it's so easy to 
learn! 
The basic techniques used in 
Gud-sho! are so effective that 
Lord N. once left the Opera 
during a short intermission, sou-
ndly thrashed 20 Undesirable 
C. Confront: Grip the umbrella at 
a point slightly below the handle, 
with the umbrella off the ground. 
Then, using your wrist, raise the 
umbrella until it is horizontal at a 
point slightly above your waist. 
This position is useful for slash-
ing, stabbing, and disembowel-
ing. 
D. Reverse Confront: This is 
where things start to get tricky. 
This manoeuvre is simply a 
reverse of the previous one, but 
is nearly 80 percent less effect-
ive. Best to use this only when 
defending yourself against very 
weak people. 
E. Oubbing: Not classy, but a 
dependable old standard. Best to 
strenghten the handle end o 
your umbrella if you intend to use 
it for this. Grip should be as close 
to the tip as possible, for lever-
age. Swing away with abandon, 
and it gets the job done. 
2. Shoes 
These are used in their classic, 
time-honoured function. Cranial, 
digestive, and pelvic regions all 
respond quickly to a good, swift 
kick. Serrated edges are consid-
ered to be gross by most masters · 
of Gud-sho! 
3. The Briefcase 
Strickly for defense, it is used 
like a shield. Some paranoid 
.nasters have steel-plated the 
inside of their briefcases, to 
protect against bullets. However, 
the increase in weight tended to 
induce a ludicrous walk and an 
inability to raise the briefcase 
even to the waist. 
More advanced techniques, 
both for personal and community 
protection, have been developed. 
An enterprising group of masters 
in England started experimental 
work on neighborhood protection 
several years ago. They dug a pit 
near the exit door of the local 
immigration office and lined the 
pit with poisoned umbrellas, 
point up. Good results were 
obtained, and their work now has 
government support. More infor-
mation will be published when 
experimental results become a-
vailable. 
Learn Gud-sho!, and fear no 
Undesirables! 
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The Sperm Merclxmts is the 
fifth of a ~tine-part series on 
genetic manipulation bemg pre- . 
sented by The Other Press m 
conjunction with Pacific News 
Service. 
The serialization is taken from 
the book Who Shall Play God ? a 
de/1/De/acourte release. The se-
rialization is written by Ted 
Howard and Jeremy Rifkin of 
Pacific News Service, and copy-
righted 1977 by the Centre for 
Urban Education/Pqcific NewJ 
Service. 
I n August 18, 1971, The New York Times ca-rried an article about a young 
man, aged 17 
health excellent, an A student. 
He was, by all acounts, average 
in every respect. Except for one. 
This teenager was the first 
human being concieved from 
sperm that had been frozen, 
stored, thawed and finally in-
ject into a woman's uterus, where 
it impregnated an egg and devel-
oped to full term. 
The anonymous subject of this 
newspaper story is just one of 
perhaps done million living A-
mericans who have been born 
through the use of artificial 
insemination. The number is 
increasing· at the rate of more 
than 20,000 a year. 
H you are surprised at these 
large numbers, you are not alone. 
Less than 10 years ago, a public 
opinion survey conducted by 
pollster Louis Harris found that 
only three percent of the Amer-
ican public had even heard of 
artificial insemination. Very like-
ly, the vast majority of those who 
ftave been conceived by the 
method not only do not know the 
facts of their own birth, but are 
probably as ignorant of artificial 
insemination as most of us. 
"Where do babies come 
from?" curious children peren-
ially ask their embarrassed pa-
rents. Now, thanks to the new 
scientific processes of manufac-
tumig life, there are at least eight 
answers to that innocent ques-
tion, not counting the one most of 
us are familiar with. A list of 
"potential teclmologies of eugen-
ics and euphenics" includes: 
- artificial insemination of a wife 
by her husband; 
- artificial insemination by a 
donar; 
- ovarian, or egg, transplant 
from one woman to another and 
subsequent artificial insemina-
tion by either the husband or a 
selected donor; 
cloning and 
test tube 
·babies may 
result in 
full scale 
• • englneerlng 
- fertilization of an egg in vitro 
(in glass) followed by implant-
ation into a woman; 
-parthenogenesis (virgin birth), 
the development of an unfertil-
ized egg; 
- nuclear transplantabon, or 
cloning, in which a cell is made to 
roduce an exact genetic dupli-
cate of the donor of the nucleus, 
male or female; 
- e~bryo ~s!on, or the joining 
together ot the two individual 
embryos to form a human with 
four biological parents instead of 
the tradition two. · 
Not all of these methods are 
now feasible, though extensive 
emperimentation has proceeded 
on each. Dr. Joshua Lederberg 
belives that "essentially any-
thing that we care to do in the 
area of biological engineering" 
can be accomplished in the next 
to do with the manipulation of the 
gametes or - the fetuses, for 
wh~tever purpose, from concep-
tion other than by sexual union, 
to treatment of disease in utero. 
to the ultimate manufacture of a 
human being to exact specifi-
cation ... Thus, the earliest pro-
cedure in genetic engineering is 
artificail insemination, next ... art· 
iflcial fem"lization ... next, artifi. 
cial implantation ... in the future, 
corporeal gestation ..• and fmally, 
what is popularly meant by 
accepting applications from chil-
Ies who want male children only. 
Do parents want to predeter-
mine the sex of their children? 
Apparendy they do. A 1973 
study at the Stanford Medical 
Center indicated that 36 percent 
oudiving the scientist by ·two 
years. 
The fertilization of eggs in a 
laboratory is a development re-
lated to the tissue culture field. 
As~far back as the 1940's, Dr. 
John Rock, in the course of 
of parents would select the sex of experiments to develop a birth 
their child if given the oppor- control pill, succeeded in fertili-
tunity, while another 31 percent zing a human egg with sperm in 
said they might do so but were a test tube. Following fertili-
not sure. zation, the egg went through 
Science writer Caryl Rivers several divisions. 
points to surveys that have . . . 
consistendy shown that a sub- In 1~1, an Italt.an btOlogt~t, 
stantial majority of parents would Dr. Daniele Petruca, had constd: 
· erably greater results. Petrucct 
had fertilized an egg and allowed 
it to grow for 59 days outside the 
THE SPERM human body. He claimed that "a heartbeat was discernible" but he was forced to destroy his creation because "it became deformed and enlarged •• a 
monstrosity." · 
MERCHANTS 
'Where do babies 
come from?' 
tO to 30 ye>.rs, gtven enough 
money. 
These alternatives to the old-
fashioned method of sexual inter-
course gain their real signif-
icance when combined with the 
molecular knowledge resulting 
from the Biological Revolution. 
Artificial insemination, embryo 
implants, cloning and test-tube 
babies, for instance, may result 
in full-scale genetic engineering, 
a government report indicates, 
because they open the way "to 
substitute , .the synthetic DNA for 
the natural DNA in the egg, 
sperm or body cell and thus 
regulate the development of the 
individual.'' 
Since the easi~t path to the 
Genetic Age is by shaping the 
biological inheritance of future 
generations, the wedding of mol-
ecular biology with the methods 
of manipulated birth produces a 
powerful marriage of eugenic 
interest. In this combination, 
suggests the Journal of the 
American Medical Association, 
lies the future: 
"The popular term, genetic 
engineering, might be consid-
ered as covering anvthing having 
genetic engineering, the produc-
tion - or better, the biological 
manufacture - of a human being 
to desired specifications." 
Oose to one percent of all 
chtldren bOrn in this country are 
the product of artificial insem-
ination (AI). 
I 
The technique falls broadly 
into two categories- AIH (artifi-
cial insemination by husband) 
and AID (by donor). Couples tum 
to AIH when the husband has a 
low sperm count in his semen, or 
is sexually impotent but has 
normal sperm quantity and qual-
ity. AID is often employed when 
the husband is absolutely sterile, 
' or has a hereditary disease that 
might be passed on to his 
children, or when a blood incom-
patibility exists between husband 
and wife. 
There are other immediate 
applications of artificial insem-
ination as well. Many experts 
believe that by the end of this 
decade, parents using AI will be 
able to choose their baby' sex 
with a 90 percent degree of 
accuracy. Each sperm carries 
within its chromosomes genes 
that indicate sex. One clinic that 
has managed to separate "male" 
and "female" sperm is already 
choose a male offspring, at least 
for their ftrst child. Thus sex 
selection through artificial insem-
ination may dramatically upset 
the natural process that keeps 
our sexual division, if not com-
pletely equal in numbers, at least 
on an even keel. 
While one group of researchers 
concentrates on manipulation of 
the sperm, a second and related 
field centers on the female cell, 
the ovum or egg. 
Experiments with the fertili-
zation of an egg in the laboratory 
and its subsequent implantation 
into a woman is a technique that 
James D. Watson believes will 
"likely be general medical prac· 
tice, capable of routine perform-
ance in many nations, within 
some 10 to 20 years." Ultimately 
this line of research should lead 
to the creation of test-tube grown 
babies. 
. The ability to keep tissue alive 
in vitro has been recognized since 
1907, when Dr. Ross Harrison of 
Johns Hopkins University began 
growing frog cells in petri dishes. 
In 1912, Dr. Alexis Carrel, a 
Nobel Prize winner, removed a 
piece of tissue from a chicken 
heart and placed it in a glass 
container filled with fluid. Car-
rel's chicken heart continued 
living in vitro for a full 33 years, 
Petrucci, a Catholic, went so 
far as to give his embryo condi· 
tional baptism and extreme un-
ction, but this was deemed 
insufficient by Italian authorities 
and the Church hierarchy. Under 
orders from the Pope, Petrucci 
finally gave up his attempts to 
grow life in vitro. 
By 1966, in the Soviet Union, 
Dr. Pyotr Anakhin of the Acad-
emy of Medical Sciences in 
Moscow announced that he and a 
team of Soviet doctors had sur-
passed Petrucci's record by keep-
ing alive more than 250 human 
embryos in test tubes for periods 
of up to six months. The largest 
specimen reached a weight of one 
pound, two ounces, before dying. 
In 1973, James Watson a· 
ppeared before a Senate commi· 
ttee in Washington to warn thai 
the ftrst baby resulting from an 
an embryo 
implant 
could be 
born at 
• any tlme. 
embryo implant could be born at 
any time. When it happens, he 
added, "all hell is going to break 
loose." 
In fact, all hell did break loose 
in 1974 during a British medical 
conference when one of the 
teatured speal<ers, Dr. Douglas 
Bevis, stunned his audience by 
glibly stating that after 30 at-
t~mpted implantations, three had 
finally been "crowned with sue-
. cess." His announcement caused 
a storm of controversy that rages 
to this day. 
Because of the carnival atmos-
phere generated by the world 
press coverage of his work, Bevis 
has refused to discuss his exper- I 
iments except to say that two of 
the babies are currendy living in 
England and the third in Italy. 
Though one newspaper has of-
"fered him $72,000 to tell all, 
Bevis remains silent. 
One day, he says, he will 
explain his work in detail in the 
pages of a medical journal. 
NEKI WEEK: Ooning: carbon 
copy humans. Part six 
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EVENTS 
CAPT.URED 
IN HEADLINES 
A State of Blood 
by Henry Kyemba 
Ace Books, $2.50 
Paperback 
by Cam Morton 
Reprinted from the Varsity 
by Canadian University Press 
When Wanume Kibedi, Ugan-
da's former Foreign Minister and 
Idi Amin's brother-in-law, went 
into exile, many Ugandans were 
of the opinion that his hands were 
stained too thoroughly for them 
to wash clean. 
Stories were told, in Kampala 
and in the exile community in 
Nairobi, of his alleged involve-
ment in some of the more sordid 
and deadly activities of Amin's 
government. It was considered 
that he was a marked man; one 
who would never be welcome in a 
post-Amin Uganda. Kibedi de-
fected early in 1973. 
From that, the reader can 
perhaps imagine how Ugandans 
feel about the "escape" of Henry 
Kyemba in mid-1977. 
Kyemba is one of that small 
"generation" of Mricans who 
completed their university edu-
cation just at the time when a 
rapid and mammoth expansion 
was taking place in their coun-
try's civil service. He went from 
One~ left 
to wonder 
what took 
Kyemba 
so long 
· to tell all? 
his hall of residence at Makerer 
University College direcdy to a 
job as assistant Secretary in the 
Office of the Prime Minister. In 
the British-designed structure of 
Uganda's civil service, that's one 
step from the top. 
Since then, 1963, Henry Kyem-
ba has never been far from the 
apex of power. By his own 
account, he made the transition 
from former prime minister 0-
bote's government to Amin's 
very smoothly. That move forms 
the base for many stories about 
Kyemba whfch are, at the very 
least, libelous. (It is perhaps 
interesting that a good many of 
these stories come not from 
Obote supporters but from mem-
bers of the Baganda tribe, who 
were in the forefront of the 
cheering section for Amin' s rise 
to power.( In the past few years 
Kyemba has come to be one of 
the most desposed men in U-
ganda. 
Like John Dean, Henry Ky-
emba is a bit of a weasel. Clever, 
cowardly and vicious; not the sort 
of man you'd like to have your 
back exposed to. Such, at least, is 
the "street wisdom" about him 
in Uganda. I heard it before Amin 
came to power, and more often 
during the past four years. I 
.doubt very much whether Ky-
emba's defection and the sub-
sequent publication of his "A 
state of Blood" will revise that 
opinion. 
Nonetheless, it must be said 
that few people are in a better 
position to tell the inside story of 
Amin 's Uganda. Like John Dean, 
Kyemba was part of the inner 
circle - the power elite. He is 
seldom forced to take refuge in 
rum our, he was there. And when 
he decides to blow the gaff, he 
has plenty of it to blow. 
All the events that have cap-
tured headlines in the outside 
world are there. The expulsion of 
the Asians, the murders of count-
less thousands of Ugandans, the 
dismembering of the Uganda 
economy, Amin's s~al prow-
ess, his taste for human flesh and 
the murderof Dora Bloch. Yes, S 
& M freaks will really get off on 
this one. And it's all (well, let's 
be conservative and say 98 
percent) true. 
But having waded through all 
the atrocities - and that word has 
real meaning in the Uganda 
context - one is left to wonder 
what took Kyemba so long before 
he left Uganda and decided to tell 
all? 
The simple answer must be 
that he oould live with it so long 
as he personally felt safe. He 
reveals that it was with the 
deaths of Archbishop Luwum and 
Messrs Oryema and Oboth-Ofu-
bi that Kyemba realized that he 
could well be next. So he packed 
his bags. That was quite sensi- . 
ble, but others might be more 
sensitive to it if he had done so 
years before. 
"A State of Blood" is not a 
great book. It documents events 
without relating them. 'There is 
narrativ~ but litde or no a-
nalysis. In a sense it is typical of 
the sort of journalism on Amin 
and Uganda with which we are all 
familiar. 
Suspicious university people 
note that the journalists' sins in 
the telling of the Uganda story 
have been those of omission 
ratlier than commission; that is, 
they have not been lying to you, 
they just haven't told you all of 
the truth. And, that truth if 
anything, is far worse than what 
you read in the Toronto Star. The 
difference between Henry Ky-
emba and Gerald Utting is that 
Kyemba knows what he's talking 
about. So there's less bullshit. 
It's very pleasant that "A State 
of Blood" is a paperback. At 
S2.50, it's not a a bad buy. But 
anyone who has read the Playboy 
interview with Kyemba or seen 
him on the CBS or CBC, or read 
the excerptsin the Toronto papers 
has been exposed to the book's 
high points, and can safely leave 
it on the shelf. Ugandaphiles on 
the other hand will "need" to 
buy for there is a wealth of litde, 
details that fill gaps, a good many 
anecdotes that help put other 
information in context. 
Df:nise Larson and Dan Sheppard entertain New West 
Denise 
Larson-
BALLADS TO BLUEGRASS 
by Marianne McKave 
The New Westminster cafet-
eria was warmed with the music 
of folksinger Denise Larson on 
Thursday afternoon, and the 
entertainment ranged from mel-
low ballads to that of foot-
stomping bluegrass fiddle play-
ing. 
The pub was a welcoming 
event after the lenghty batdes of 
the Annual General Meeting. 
Among the main footstompers 
were members of The Other 
Press, who were in the midst of 
celebrating their newl;y estab-
lished autonomy. 
Denise Larson, a healthy look-
ing woman arrayed in gypsy 
dress, has played the guitar since 
the twelfth grade. 
"I grew up on a farm in 
Saskatchewan,'' she remarked, '' 
and I've been singing publicly 
smce grade II. I was never 
taught how to p4ty guitar or sing. 
I used to practice singing by 
going out to the pasture and 
hollering. My father used to say 
that I was either going to be a 
singer or a hog-caller." 
Many of the songs that Larson 
performed were written by her-
self, but she also threw in a few 
old time favorites by other popu-
lar folk singers. 
"When I began playing, I was 
influenced a great deal by the 
songs of Joan Baez. Currendy, I 
enjoy the music of Buffy St. 
Marie, and Janis Ian. Folk music 
is something that I can really 
relate to." 
Larson is not particularly fond 
of rock music or disco. 
"I think that the creative end 
of music is more lively in the area 
of folk. I also feel that writing 
your own music justifies one's 
own creativity." 
In her early thirties, Larson 
makes her living by playing and 
singing. "Performing as I do is 
an incredible way to make a 
living." 
"I fmd that my writing ma-
tures as I grow older," she 
commented. "Age is very inter-
esting,'' she added, reflecting on 
her past experiences. "In song-
writing, I can try to make use of it 
rather than deny it." 
Larson was at one time a social 
worker. Mter she and her hus-
band split up, she found that she 
could make more money singing. 
"I had to do something be-
cause I suddenly found myself 
alone with a daughter to sup-
port," she explained. "She was 
six years old when we came back 
up to Canada from the States. We 
spent alot of time ftrst travelling 
across Canada, where we camped 
and hiked and got a real feel of 
our country. She was a big help to 
me, setting up the tent, and 
sharing new experiences with 
me. We're really good friends." 
Larson has written about sixty 
songs, and feels that writing 
helps her to work things out. 
"I use my own experiences in 
my lyrics. There's nothing unreal 
about them." 
She currendy has 
out, called "Farmer's .ua'uJ::•no;;• 
"The album took a tre.mend<lusJ 
amount of hard work, and still is, 
as I do my own distnbution. I 
plan to have another one re1,easea1 
in the next few months." 
Accompanying Larson in 
of her songs is fiddler 
Sheppard, who adds a nice 
to her mellow ballads, and 
bluegrass, foot-stomping mood 
those good old sing-a-long 
songs. 
Larson also has a full band that 
often accompanies her, and she 
promises that next time she 
at Douglas College, she'll 
them. 
Larson's performing mainly 
consists of 'lounge' circuits, and 
some concerts. She previously 
performed at Douglas 
last semester, for an Irish 
H~use. 
"The people at Douglas 
lege are open, and seem to 
this kind of music. You're nice, 
nicepeople - I enjoy you." 
Stage Band to play 
live at 
New Westminster 
campus Wednesday 
from noon tlll12:45 
In cafeteria 
_Pa._· ~_e_1_4 __ ~_TH_iE<a_· __ o_r_HE_R_:__PR_E_s_s_,_· _______________ VENT ______ F._e_bruary __ 2s_,_19_7s_ 
Marchl-2 
Oown workshop: unique and 
intensive nine day experience in 
traditional clowning and circus 
skills. Tuition Sl25 attendance 
limited. Interviews required. 
Phone 731-7222 
~ ............. . 
March7 
Income tax counselling for col-
lege and provincial institute em-
ployees will be held in the college 
lounge at Capitano College 2055 
Purcell Way, N. Vancouver. Fee 
$5 
March8 
The Varsity Christian Fellowship 
· will give Christian answers to 
problems of Naturalism and the 
speaker will be Dick Pirik. 
.... •,• ...... . 
March 13- Apri/1 
The bizarre comedy "Loot" wm 
feature a murder mystery With 
satirical targets aimed at justice 
and honour, Catholicism, medi-
cine ~d the sanctity of the dead. 
Tickets: Mon.- Thurs. $4, Fri.-
Sat. $5. Available at the Vancou-
ver Ticket Centre, 683-3255 and 
all Eaton stores. 
MarchiO 
Rudy Rozanski at Douglas Col-
lege's N.W. campus in the band 
room. 
..... ·.· ..... 
March24 
A · one day workshop on Caring 
for Houseplants is being held on 
the Richmond campus from 9:30 -
4:30 in room 306. Participants are 
asked to bring sick or worn-out 
plants and an eight-inch terrar-
ium for class work. For more 
information phone 588-6404 · 
-
. .......... . Other 
Press 
meetings 
_________ CLASSIFIED _____ _ 
are held 
tues. 1 p.m. 
and 
fri. at noon 
OTHER 
PRESS 
Needed: A ride from Kitsilano -
6th and Trutch area- to Douglas 
CoHege by 8 a.m. I will gladly 
help pay for gas Please call Susan 
at 733-5751 (evenings only) 
needs 
paid 
Coquitlam. 
New West. 
and Surrey 
reporters 
Typesetter. 
1918 Ford Model T in good 
condition; power steering, power 
brakes, standard, 6.5 litre en-
gine, headers, racing cams, ma-
gs, snow tires, radials (wide 
tires), side pipes,. T-roof, fog 
lamps, tachometer. Only 6,000 . 
miles, looks new. AM-FM S-tra-
ck, cassette and phono complete 
with amps. Phone Dave Smith 
299-1000 
68 Beaumont, 8 cylinder 307 
auto, black 4 door. Vinyl top, one 
owner. Perfect shape. No more 
money to spend. $1200 Phone 
Mary Wyclierley 936-1612 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
For sale: 32 inch Tasco reflector 
telescope and access. Excellent 
condition $120; Base CB Radio 
(lafayette 25B) and desk mike, 
5/8 wave ground plane antenna, 
15ft. mast, coax and acces. $195; 
6" X 4" AM car radio $25; 12" 
B&W port. TV $70; modem 
chrome pole lamp, new $30; 
coinmaster 4-B Deluxe Metal 
detector, 2 probe heads and 
acces. $200; Phone L. Hayes 
524-3204 
123 Sears CB $75; 7" Skil power 
sander $65; portable circular saw 
$45; or trade for an S-track or 
cassette. Ask for Tom 524-3576 
For sale; 70 Dodge Polara 4 
barrel, 383 cubic inches, power 
steering, power disc brakes S600 
obo Call Steve 274-0051 
Three multi-coiour kittens FREE 
522-6167 
··············· 
Male samoyed lab cross FREE. 
Six months old with shots. Call 
Lynn Warner at 438-9373 or 
530-0368. 
TRANSPORTA110N NEEDED 
For a hudicapped girl to ud 
·from the Coquftfam campus. Car 
.... • station: 'ft&Oil· Can aet 
iD by herself. NeedS someoae 10' 
· lift the chair in ud out of the car. 
lifts approx. 1 mile from tbe 
Coqu:itWil campus ... Needs trus-
ponation from the campus at 
4:30p.m. Moo.-Fri. ·~Jan. 
23.Jf you are able to help please 
·all che student society 06iCe at 
522-7916 or 522-a»38 • 
............. 
For ·sale 1966 Mere. Comet 
Caliente, 289 V8, +door sedan, 
auto., p.s., p.b., one owner' Good 
mechanical <:ondition S325. 
Phone: 530-4518 alter 5 p.m.· 
Cador sale . 
... ~ luxury car", 1976 
Grand Prix. c:oloar beige, vinyl 
roof, elecuic defroster' console,. 
~ ndial tires, paid $8,000, 
aski!lg · $5,200 obo Phone 
531-~38 
...... 
1972 • MGB • GT 
&cellent coadition, M,OOO origi-
nal miles, $3,000 or best oflet. 
CaD alter 5 P~· 52S.7972 
Wanted: 
1 ~suite;,. New West. or 
Coq. (SlS0.175 fdle) - phone· 
299-9998, or 299-9949 room 470, 
if no one there leave a message 
ALMOST PROFESSIONAL HOl 
WAXING FOR SKIS clone while 
you Wait. 10 minutes a~· relax 
to stereo. $1.75/pair, S3/2 
after· 6p.m. weekdays, 
weekends, c6me to Rob.,.... ..... 
house - 1718 ougbton Dr. 
phone 942-6904 
.............. 
1972 • MGB • GT 
Excellent c;oodition, 24,000 
nat miles, S3,000 or best 
1u..Jl.Pter S p.m. S2S.7972 
........... ,. .. 
66 Comet - one owner exo3lletatl 
running Condition $250 530-45 
after 5 PD! 
.......... .,. 
71 Am~dot sw. $1200 591-
7566 
............... 
68 .Landrover 88 2000 miles on 
new engine, rebuilt trans. and 
~fer case $2500 obo 581-1595 
............ •·. 
77 Y amaha XS 500 D mags B.O. 
ask for Dan 271-2569 
1 pair Hanson Avanti ski boots fit 
size 9-10 (custom fit) SIOO 
461-9189 
............. 
l pair Dynastar Omeglass 185 em 
and Marker M-44 bindings, used 
l season $125 46i-9189 
············ 
drafting of custom ·house plans 
and house addition plans. frep 
blueprinting 588-3163 eveni.nr 
STUDENT NURSE'S DANCE No parking here-understand 
Sat. March 11 8 p.m. Queen's Park Are,nex 
$3 single/ ~5 couple I·D· required 
Tickets in advance from student society oHice 
Live Band .. CITY HAUL" 
Unce again it is necessary to 
remind those using Douglas Col-
lege parking lots that parking is 
only permitted in the designated 
parking stalls- between the white 
lines. 
Cars not so parked are likely to 
be towed. Fire lane access must 
be preserved. Double farking ·is 
. simply inconsiderate o others. 
If parking is not available on 
camJ?uS, the Canada Games Pool 
parking is an alternative. Please 
do not use the limited Curling 
Oub Parking. 
l\.en McCoy . . 
UunpUS Administrator 
Fear of success seminar 
New 
continued from page 5 
compassionate and nurturing, 
women are restricted to child-
care, nursing and service type-
jobs. 
"Why should women be more 
compassionate than men, or men 
more powerful than women?" 
questions Thompson. "I think we 
badly sell men short. We also sell 
women short." 
A member of the audience, 
during the question period of the 
seminar, commented on the a-81'0~N pparent conflict for women be-
. 4 p m . tween work and marriage. 
• • .''\ She said that the conflict can't ' 
Rm. 1 05 be between work and marriage 
· • · because men do both all the time. 
...,_ _ _..;:..._ ______ ..1., ______ .....;;.. _____ ..z.. ________ ...J real conflict is between work 
and housework, and most women 
feel guilty about, and responsible 
for, the housework even in homes 
where both partners work full 
time. 
Thompson feels that women 
should be talking together more 
and giving each other support. 
Men feel threatened that wo-
men Want more power, she said, 
although it "isn't taking away 
power, its sharing power." 
· Unions characteristically have 
not been pro-opportunity for 
women, she added, because they 
represent men on the bottom of 
the power struggle. These people 
she said, have the hardest time 
sharing power. 
-------~ PORT-'t_ __ ~ _______ ____:::T:::HE'<O:::E ::::· =O=T=HE=R=P=RE=:SS::::_] _ _:!Ja._:~.=....=e 1:__5 .-February 28, 1978 "-'~ . 
Totems . overpower vee in final 
One win away 
from championsl1ip 
DOUGLAS COLLEGE 6 
VANCOUVERCO~TY 
COLLEGE 3 
by Barry Jacques 
In a come from behind victory 
over Vancouver Community Col-
lege the Douglas College Totems 
showed the persistance that cli-
nched them ftrst place in their 
division. 
The Totems defeated VCC 6-3 
last Thursday night in 'the ftrst 
game of their two out of three 
final series. 
vee fmished second in the 
league behind Douglas College. 
The Totems quickly found 
themselves on the defensive with 
vee quickly notching two goals, 
and it was not until the last five 
minutes of the first period that 
Douglas College managed to 
crack VCC's pressure. 
Douglas College's first goal -
an excellent play - was netted by 
Rick Christensen when he cru-
ised the front of the vee net, 
picked up a pass from behind the 
net, hesitated a second unttl 
vee· s goaltender committedhim-
self and then fired a crisp wrist 
shot into the vacated portion of 
the net. 
The Totems almost went into 
the second period with the score 
tied, but missed a glorious scor-
ing opportunity in the waning 
seconds of the period. 
Once again in the second 
period the Totems were hit with a 
recurring attack of last week's 
penalties, which, although not as 
severe, were more in the imagin-
ation of the referee that on the 
ice. 
One of the cosdy penalties was 
picked up by the DC goaltender 
for holding a man in his crease. 
While they were shorthanded 
Douglas College came under 
heated pressure by the ftred up 
VCCteam. 
Colin Berkbeck made a big 
save on a rising shot from the 
point, but failed to freeze the 
puck, which fell behind the net. A 
vee player scooped up the loose 
puck and slid the puck to the 
front of the net in a centering 
attempt that was cut off by the 
,.·X> 
DC goaltender. Unfortunately, 
when he cut off the centering 
pass he steered the puck into his 
own net, giving the vee an easy 
power play goal and a 3 - 1 lead. 
With ten minutes left in the 
second period Douglas College 
switched goaltenders and Oar-
ence Araychuck took over the 
netminding task. 
Before the period ended Doug-
las College managed some sus-
tained pressure in the vee end 
and finally popped one in during 
a furious net scramble. 
The third period opened with 
both teams pressed for a victory 
and tempers were not far from 
exploding. Early in the period 
players from both teams were 
sent off for a roughing alter-
cation. When vee picked up 
another penalty, giving DC the 
man advantage, DC's Jack Raffle 
quickly put away the equalizer. 
The goal gave DC the taste of 
victory and they never let up for 
the remainder of the game. ·A 
minute after Raffles's goal Barry 
Jeboult moved the puck out from 
the side of VCC's net, walked in 
unmolested in front of the net, · 
IX fakes vee gOa/te1tder out /M witming goal: 
Basketball team loses pair 
and backhanded the puck high by Barry Jacques 
into the goal, giving DC the lead Douglas College women's bas-
for the first time in the game. ketball team, the second ranked 
team in the lower mainland, 
played for the British Columbia 
women's basketball champion-
ship last weekend in Kamloops. 
Jim Dempsey secured the ga-
me for Douglas with eight min-
utes left when he picked up a 
rebound off of Kirk Peters' 
blistering shot that demanded a 
split save, leaving Dempsey with 
the puck, a horizontal goaltender, 
an open net, and enough time to 
write a final. 
Friday saw the women's team 
meet the host team, Caribou 
College, and come away losers in 
a tough game. Caribou pulled 
into the lead by the end of the 
ftrst half, and kept up their lead 
throughout a Caribou dominated 
second half. 
Friday's fmal score was Cari-
In Saturday's play the Douglas 
team got off to a slow start and 
seemed to be a bit nervous on the 
court against their Okanagan 
opponents, and they were 28 
points behind by the half. 
By the second half, however, 
the DC team seemed to recapture 
their scoring form and outscored 
the Okanagan team by 19 points 
but unfortunately they fell just 
short with Okanagan winning 65 -
56. 
Top point getters for Douglas 
were once again Homewood with 
18 and Huddock with 15. 
The girls, plagued by a very 
weak league and a bad schedule 
of games during the regular 
Totem conference season, were 
not prepan:d {or d- s~i« cocn.pe-
tition at the B.C. finals, and so 
finished out of the money. 
Vancouver City College finish-
ed ftrst and grabbed the gold; 
Caribou picked up the silver; and 
the bronze went to Okanagan. 
Douglas College expects, how-
ever, to have a strong season 
next year with ten players of this 
years' team returning next sea-
son. 
Christensen closed the scoring 
for Douglas with his second goal 
of the evening with only a minute 
left in the game. bou College 80, Douglas College ---------------------.... 
The win leaves Douglas Col-
lege only one victory away from 
the championship. 
The second game of the series 
will be played at Newton Arena 
54, with a Carol Homewood 
hooping 21 points and Risa 
Huddock 18 points in a losing 
cause for the Douglas College 
squad. 
Tuesday night (tonight) at 8: 8 dmin 
This could be DC's final game in 8 
a winning season. 
\~ .. 
teain flys 
birdie 
Douglas College has a strong 
team put together for this week's 
Four West Badminton Champ-
ionship in Brandon, Manitoba 
this weekend. 
The men's representative for the 
doubles team will be Brad Pape 
and Cham Grewell, and the 
women's representatives will be 
Buryl Palmer and Jean Botkin. 
The championship will 
teams competing from 
Columbia, Alberta, J .. ,,,.,~, .... , .. - 1 
ewan and Manitoba. 
B.C.'s chances are strong 
Pape and Grewell went 
feated February 17 at this year' 
B.C. championships. 
DISCOVER 
OUTWARD 
BOUND 
Outward Bound 
is a real l1fe ad· 
venture, tough 
and demanding. 
We teach you 
skills like rnou n-
taineering, back 
packing , rock 
climbing and 
kayaking. 
Through these 
acttvities you learn 
about your poten -
tial, your relation-
ships , but most of 
all about yourself. 
Courses year round 
- 1 week to 4 weeks 
duratton. Minimum 
age 16 summer, 17 
winter, all spec tal 
equtpment provided . 
Why not wnte for 
details? 
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